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General Introduction
The subject of this thesis is the dissociation of molecules into radicals caused by photon absorption. This type of
radical forriation often is the first step in a chain of chemical
and physical processes. Knowledge about the dissociative state
and dissociation dynamics, which is not only of fundamental interest for the understanding of elementary chemical processes
but also of practical importance for the modelling of photodissociation lasers and stimulated raman up converters, is scarcely
obtainable from normal absorption spectroscopy. For many years
spectroscopists mainly investigated the discrete spectra of a
large number of molecules, providing a lot of detailed information about the bound states involved in such

transitions. Com-

paratively little is known about dissociative states although
theoretically their number is much greater than the bound states.
2
For instance for molecules which are built up from two P
atoms 36 molecular states arise [1]. In thallium halides which
can be regarded as representative for these molecules only two
bound states are reported. Absorption spectra of repulsive
states consist of broad absorption continua which can be related to the energy of the excited state as a function of internuclear distance in the Franck-Condon region. It provides,
however, no information about the total electronic angular momentum of the excited stat<*, and only a guess can be made about
which pair(s) of excited fragments dissociation leads to.
Photofragntent spectroscopy was developed about a decade ago to study optical transitions to dissociative states
[2]. With this technique information about the repulsive excited
states is obtained in a straightforward manner, by detecting the

- 12 recoiling fragments that arise from the photodissociation process as opposed to normal spectroscopy in which the attenuation
of the light beam is measured. The fragments are analysed in
three different ways:
i)

they are analysed for mass, which yields the composition of the fragments;

ii)

from the measurement of the kinetic energy of the
fragments bond strengths are obtained. Also it determines the amount of transfer of excess energy into
internal energy of the fragment. This nay consist of
electronic, rotational or vibrational energy. Moreover variations with wavelength in the energy distribution give information about processes, such as
curve crossings, which occur at larger internuclear
distances;

iii)

from the angular distributions of the photofragments
with respect to the polarization vector of the light
the symmetry of the excited state is determined and
if two excited states of different angular momentum
are present the individual contributions to the total
absorption cross section can be calculated. Furthermore from the anisotropy the lifetime of the excited
state can be measured. Lifetimes are measurable up to
-11
-12
one rotational period (10
-10
seconds). For
triatomic molecules in some cases it is even possible
tc derive the bond angle of the molecule.
The experiments described in this thesis start with

the photofragmentation of alkali halides. Alkali halides are
monovalent salts and belong to the most intensively studied
molecules both in spectroscopy and collision physics. The molecule is built up from an alkali atom with its valence electron
in an s orbital and a halogen atom which has a

hole in the

- 13 p shell. The molecular bond has a strong ionic character. Already in 1963 Zare and Herschbach [3] developed a icadel based
on the ionicity of the ground state from which they predicted
an anisotropy in the angular distribution of the fragments; if
the ground state is purely ionic, only transitions to an excited
state with total electronic angular momentum fi = I would be
possible whereas on the other hand an equal mixture of ionic and
covalent character in the ground state would yield only transitions to an excited state with ft = 0 . The experiments described
in the present thesis show that the ionicity of the molecule is
not equal to unity and that the anisotropy as a function of
wavelength is governed by different Franck-Condon factors for
the two optically allowed transitions. This allows us to construct two potential curves for the excited states with ft = 0
and ft = 1.
From alkali halides it is a small step to thallium
halides; these salts are monovalent as well. The valence electron of the thallium atom, however, is in a p orbital. It «ay
seem surprising that from all possible molecular states only so
few are seen in absorption. Extensive photofragmentation studies
on three thallium halides at various wavelengths throughout the
whole near ultraviolet spectral region allow the assignment of
the various absorption continua. Furthermore in one special
case it will be shown that it is possible to derive curve crossing parameters from the variation with wavelength of the dissociation channels.
The next logical and interesting step is to change
over to the fragmentation of a divalent salt. As an example we
take tin (II) chloride. The valence electrons of the Sn atom
are situated in different p orbitals. Therefore we may expect
a bent structure for the parent molecule SnCl q giving rise to
rotational and vibrational excitation of the SnCl fragment. If
the laser power is high enough, it is even possible to perform

- 14 photofragment spectroscpy on the SnCl fragment, which is formed
in the dissociation of SnCl 2 .
From momentum conservation in the centre of mass it
can easily be shown that it is advantageous to detect the
lighter fragment of the molecule as this obtains the larger
part of the available excess energy and its energy distribution
is less disturbed by the kinetic energy of the parent molecule.
To observe the photofragmentation of the alkali halides KI,
Nal, NaBr and KBr the alkali atoms must be detected. This leads
to the idea of using a surface ionization detector. For the
studied thallium and tin halides, however, the halogen atoms
must be detected. This is done with a quadrupole mass spectrometer with electron bombardment ionization.
In chapter 1 a derivation will be given of the shape
of the angular distribution of photofragments with respect to
the polarization vector. Chapter 2 is devoted to the experimental set up as well as the data analysis. The photofragment
studies on the alkali halides are described in chapter 3. The
determination of a coupling matrix element from photofragmentation experiments on the C state of TIBr is described in chapter 4. Photofragment studies on the thallium halides are given
in chapter 5 while the experiments on SnCl

are described in

chapter 6.
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The Angular Distribution
of Photofragments

In this chapter the angular distribution of photofragments will be derived on
bail* of F e m i ' s golden rule fl], according to which the cross section for absorption
of light equals the square of the first order'transition matrix element Multiplied by
the density of states.
In the first section we deal with the influence of the dipole operator on the
electronic wave functions and discuss why certain transitions are called parallel
transitions and why others are called perpendicular-. It will be shown that the««
transitions give rise to different anisotropic distributions of photofragments. Furthermore it will be explained why transitions which are normr.lly spin forbidden may
occur because of spin-orbit interaction and how such transitions can be classified in
terns of parallel or perpendicular transitions.
In the second section the nuclear part of the wave functions is treated. After
a simplification is introduced by application of the Franck-Condon principle, tbe
angular distribution of photofragments can be determined by folding the cos 6 operator
bet»-en the spherical harmonics that determine the angular wave functions of the final
and initial state.
In the third section we have a look into some special phenomena like resonant
excitation, the variation with H of the phase factor

6.-5.TT/2 which characterizes the

r.ontinuum wave function and a further simplification of the Franck-Condon factor obtained by substituting a normalized delta function for the radial part of the wave
function for the excited state.
In the last section we change from the quantum mechanical approach to a semiolassical treatment and we indicate the molecular sources cf loss of anisotropy:
i)
i)

The lifetime of the excited state,
Even in direct dissociation the rotational motion of the molecule influences
the angular distribution of photofragments.

:ii)

If two absorption continu» that belong to transitions to excited states of different symmetry overlap.

- 18 1.

THE ELECTRONIC MATRIX ELEMENT

1.1.

Angular momentum
According to Fermi's golden rule the differential

cross section for a transition from a bound state i to a repul
sive state f is given by [2,3]

J ë.
where in the expression for the density of states

ch2
y is the reduced mass, V is the frequency of the light and k is
the propagation vector. £ is the polarization unit vector of
the light and y is the dipole operator given by

ï» = e Z r .

(2)

i
According to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the wave function may be written as a product of an electronic part £(r,p)
and a part that describes the motion of the nuclei, 6(p),

•l> = £(r,o) 6<p),

(3)

where p is the internuclear distance.
Substitution of (2) and (3) into (1) yields

W
where u

=P(E) <

I V p) ' 7 - • ht' ei(p)

i s given by
(5)

- 19 For a photon induced transition there is only one
electron that jumps to another molecular orbital. Therefore the
dipole operator y can be written in polar coordinates
y = e r cos 8
z
y = e r sin 6 cos <|)

(6)
(7)

y = e r sin 6 sin (j>

(8)

If spin-orbit interaction can be neglected the angular part of
the electronic wave function is an eigen function of the electronie orbital momentum operator L2 and L .
That part of the electronic wave function that depends on (J) can be shown to have the functional fora [4]
(9)
where A equals L .
For the z component of the dipole operator one obtains
-iA

y if -<£ f (r,p) e

$i

I

iA.,$

| er cos Q | £ (r,p) e

>

(10)

This matrix element only has a non-zero value if A. = A..
Consequently in .cases where the transition dipole moment is
directed along the molecular axis the projection of the orbital angular momentum does not change. This type of transition
is called a parallel transition.
If the transition dipole moment is perpendicular to
the molecular axis one obtains for the case of y ,
-iA.* |
,
iA 4»
y x if = < S f < r , p ) e
j er sin 8 cos <J> f C ± (r,p) e
>.
(11)
cos <j) may be written as

- 20 e
cos <t> =

f

J

+ n
r-^"

•

(12)

From substitution of (12) into (11) we obtain the following
condition for the matrix element to have a non-zero value:
A =A.-i-l. The same condition is valid for y . So for transition dipole moments perpendicular to the molecular axis the
projection of the electronic orbital momentum on the z-axis
changes by one unit. This type of transition is called a perpendicular transition.

1.2.

Electron spin
The electron spin is not influenced by the dipole

operator, so the change in the total electron spin of the molecule S is zero, AS= 0. Also the projection of the spin on the
molecular axis Z remains unchanged, AZ = 0. Now it is easily
verified that the total electronic angular momentum along the
molecular axis 0, which is the sum of A and I, does not change
(AÏÏ = 0) in the case of a parallel transition and that it
changes by one unit ( AQ = +^ 1) in the case of a perpendicular
transition. In this formalism transitions from a singlet state
to a triplet state are forbidden. Since the dipole operator
does not influence the spin part of the wave function, this
part can be taken outside the integral and appears as an over1
3
lap integral. For a transition I +-* II + this would yield
< a. (1) 0 (2) - R(l)a (2) | a(l) a (2) > = 0,

(13)

as the spin functions are orthogonal.
This derivation is based upon the assumption that A
is a good quantum number. In fact the electronic wave functions
2
are eigenfunctions of J . J is the total electronic angular

- 21 momentum and may be written as
J = L+S

(14)

where L is the orbitel angular momentum and S is the spin angular momentum. The operator J is then given by
J 2 =L 2 +S 2 +2L.S

where L.S

(15)

represents the spin-orbit interaction. The projec-

tion of J on the Z axis is quantized and is calledft.Now we
take a further look into the influence of spin-orbit interaction.

1.3.

Spin-orbit interaction
If we consider a one electron system the spin-orbit

interaction L.S may be written as [5]

L.S = £ s + SL . s + I . S
xx
y y z z

(16)

substitution of the step up and step down operators H+, Z_,
a+, 8_ which are defined as

s = s -i£
—

*

(17)

-y

yields
A s +I a
L.S «
~ "+ +1 s
2
zz

(18)

- 22 This means that the operation of the L.S operator on a statr
| A, Z > is given by

L.S | A , Z > = a | A + 1 , 2 - 1 > +

b|A-l,Z

In cases where spin-orbit interaction cannot be neglected the
molecular wave functions aust be expanded in eigenfunctions
2
2
of L and. S which all have the isie projection of total angumonentun ft. for this reason transitions are possible be1,
tween for instance a I_H+ state and a state which is charac-

0

terized as

IL+- In terms of A ard Z the latter state is re-

presented by

3

II + = | -1,1 > . Operation of the L.S operator

on this state yields

L.S I -1,1> = a | 0,0 > + b i -2.2 > + c I -1.1 "

Fro» this equation it is seen that the

H

states represent respectively a Z
it is seen that

+

state mixes with

+

states that are represented by | 0,0 > and

,'20?

i -2.2 > . Tiiefc-

and a A

+

state. From ri,.-

E-»+"*• ^n-«- transitions aay occur and that

these transitions aust be parallel as the effective part is ••
Z

+

-

I . transition. Now we take the case of a state which

is characterized bv

II.. In terns of A and £ this state is re-

presented as
| A , Z > = |l,0>

(2IÏ

The operation of the spin-orbit operator on this state yields

L.S | 1,0 > = a | 0,1 > + b | 2,-1 > + c { 1,0 >
10,1 > characterizes a

Z 1 state,

j 2,-l>

(22)

a A± state and |l,0^

represents a IL state consisting of the original

II1 but also

- 23 a ^

state. From this result we see that

2Q+-* fl^ transitions

are possible and that these are perpendicular transitions.

2.

THE NUCLEAR MATRIX ELEMENT

2.1.

The radial part
In this section we treat the nuclear part of the wave

function, starting from equation (4)

P(E)

I< 8 f < p ) ' 5 • ^if I e i ( p )

Though it is not necessary for the derivation it is very conve
nient to introduce at this point the Franck-Condon principle.
In wave mechanics this means that the transition dipole moment
y(p), which has to be folded between the wave functions of the
initial and the final state, is replaced by an average value
y._. This implies that in the case of a parallel transition
equation (4) reduces to
| cos 8 | 6i(p)> | 2

<23)

where the term < 8 (p) j cos 9 j 6 (p)> is called the FranckCondon factor. For the evaluation of this tern it is necessary
to consider the wave functions 6(p) that describe the nuclear
motion. For the bound state we take a definite vibration-rotation state (v,£,m)
6

i<P)

=R

i v ( p ) *!

l6

(24)

'^

and for the repulsive state we take a continuum wave function
that satisfies the proper boundary conditions. The continuum
o

energy
energy E
E is
is given
given by
by E = k /2\x but there is no definite state of
angular momentum [6]

- 2A -

&' m'

"

~

where A„, is given by

A £ 1 = (2V + 1) exp[i(ó£f - $!ty2)l

(26)

6., denotes the phase shift, the angles (6,<f>) give the orientation of the molecule with respect to the polarization vector
e and (6 ,<J> ) give the final direction of dissociation. Substitution of (24) and (25) into (23) gives an expression for
the differential cross section

in

RfJ?
,(kp) Yj!<e,4»
| cos6|R iv(p)
fa
£

2

Y"(6,<J»)> I
£
(27)

This may be reduced to

*2,
>. m

H

«

< Yj!(6fJ)) I cos 9| Y°(9,(!»> | 2

(28)

where H^,(;$) is given by
if
(k) =

V
V

47t A * —2

^FTI V
£

±t<Rf£'(kp) I "iv^ 3 "

<29

>

if
by substiturion of the value for Ap from equation (26) H ,,(k)
can be written as
, (k) = 475i £ e:t P ri6 £ J y j f < R f £ t (kp) | Riv(P> > .

(30)

- 25 Besides the phase integral, H n,<k) contains the overlap integral between the radial part of the initial and the continuum
state wave functions.

2.2.

The angular part
In this section, we will consider the matrix element

for a parallel transition

cos e
From the recursion relations for the spherical harmonics we
have C7]
2
cos e' "*"'" " ^

- iv--->

2
-»

ft2-»2

From the fact that the spherical harmonics are orthonormal
functions it is easily verified that there remain two contributions in the differential cross section.

After summation over all m sublevels, a very tedious calculation, which has been carried out by Zare [8], the cross section
can be written in the form

2B P 2 (9 O ) } ,

<33>

- 26 where P„<6 ) is the second Legendre polynomial, a is given by
Jo
o

and 6, the anisotropy parameter, which determines the shape of
the angular distribution is given by

'

v 9—1

v Jt-ï

If j H * ^ ! » ! H"?/.il

=

v ü-1

v &•*••'

!H*^£I and if the phase factor 6 { - U/2

xs independent of I then Q

can be written as

and 3 reduces.to
+8A+2) | Hlf0|2
'

V,JÓ'

So for parallel transition we get from equaticn (33)
0(eQ) = 3a

cos

9

{36)

For the case of a perpendicular transition it can
be shown that the angular distribution can be given as

ff

<V"f °osir29

< 37>

- 27 This equation is given without proof as the derivation of the rerequired matrix element <Y^,(6,4>) | sin 0 | Y™<e,<f>)> is very
tedious [3].

3.

SPECIAL PHENOMENA

3.1.

Resonant excitation
If excitation takes place to an excited state which

dissociates by predissociation a special effect occurs. Certain
matrix elements H Q will be much larger than the other ones
v, x.
if the radial phase integral <|> that is represented by
r

l

) dr,
equals ïïn/2. r and r q represent the classical turning points.
We treat the case for a parallel transition assuming
if
v,Jl+l ^

H

H

if
v,*-1 '

which means that H

.

can be neglected and all interference

terms between the Ü+1

and Z- 1 waves disappear. In this case

0Q which is given by eq. (34) yields
a

o

6

for thermal £ values. The anisotropy factor 8 reduces to

"
17

J2
,2

- 0.25

<39)

- 28 So the anisotropy factor 3 reduces to a quarter of its original
value. The same holds for the case
lf

»

Hlf

Al

3.2.

The phase factor
For the derivation of the angular distribution of

photofragmenta we have made use of the fact that the phase
factor does not depend on I. We shall now shew the validity of
this statement. From scattering theory we know that the phase
shift is given by [9]
R
R

[K I

[F (r)3

dr- KR] + TT/2(Jl+ i) =

(40)

r

o
R
V2(£+i)-Kr +K
O

{ [F (r)3*-l} dr,
J

(40»)

C

r

o
where F (3*) may he written as
c

and K is defined as p ^ h , where p^ is the aoaentua at infinity.
The variation of

<S£-£TT/2

with I follows froa the first deri-

vative of this tarn with respect to £
R

-^ (ö 0 -JITT/2) = K-l: f { [F (r)3*}dr
OX»

X,

OK

J
r

<42)

C

o

This last term is recognized as the angle between the initial
direction of the molecule as it is excited in a photodissociation process and the final direction of the recoiling atoas.
Zare [10] has calculated these angles in the case of Nal photo-

- 29 -

dissociation. They appear to be small if the excess energy is
in the order of 1 eV.
For the case of exctremely low excess energy the
phase factor 6 p - Jtfr/2 is no longer independent of £. This can
be understood as follows; the deflection angle 4>^ is related
to the phase factor by [8]

In the case of low excess energy (j)» can be shown (see eq. (55))
to be 7T/2 for all £.

This implies that the two outgoing waves

1+ 1 and SL- 1 will differ in phase by 71". If we now look at the
anisotropy factor 3 for a parallel transition which is given by
equation (35) it is easily seen that the interference teras
if*
if
vx+l v £ l

if*
if
*l v

will be negative. For large £ values 3 reduces to
-3£(JI+1)(|H| 2 +

|fl|2) + (Jl+l)a+2) | H | 2 + * a -

I

|H||2

||

so that the angular distribution is equal to

cr(6 ) = a { I - P „ ( 6 )} = 3/2 a sin2 e
O

O

ZO

O

which is precisely the expression obtained for a perpendicular
transition in the limit of fast recoil.
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3.3.

The delta function approximation
For the determination of the matrix elements a de-

tailed knowledge of the form of the radial wave functions of the
bound and the repulsive state is required. The radial wave functions for the bound state can fairly easily be obtained from the
Schrödinger equation. For the lowest vibrational states it is
a reasonable approximation to take the eigenfunctions of the
harmonic oscillator. For the repulsive state the wave function
is more complicated, as this function contains the Airy function.
Winans and Stueckelberg [11] introduced a far reaching simplification for the excited state radial function by introducing
the delta function approximation. In this approximation the wave
function for the upper state is replaced by a nornalized delta
function.

(44)

which is different from zero only at the classical turning point.
An important implication of this substitution is that the
Franck-Condon factor now only depends on the form of the bound
state wave function. The Franck-Condon factors determine the
wavelength dependence of the continuum absorption. Conversely
if one knows the wavelength dependence of the continuum absorption one can obtain information about the form and population
of the bound state.
The delta function approximation is fairly good if
the bound state is a low vibrational state. However for higher
vibrational states for which the wave function oscillates fast,
the agreement between results obtained from this approximation
and the exact results becomes very poor [12],
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LOSS OF ANISOTROPY
Until now we have treated the dynamics of the photo-

dissociation on a quantum mechanical basis. The molecules which
are the subject of this study are, however, heavy and relatively
slow. It is therefore allowed to treat some refinements of the
theory on a semi-classical basis. In the preceeding section we
have seen that the angular distribution is described uniquely
by an anisotropy parameter 3- We have also seen that in the case
of a "resonant" transition the anisotropy parameter reduces to
a quarter of its original value. There are, however, additional
effects that decrease the anisotropy of the distribution,
i)

Lifetime of the excited state,

ii)

Rotation of the molecule during dissociation,

iii)

Superposition of a parallel and a perpendicular
transition,

iv)

Velocity spread in the parent molecules. This is
caused by the translation of che centre of aass and
will be treated in the next chapter in the centre of
mass to laboratory transformation.
Now we state, without proof, that the total aniso-

tropy parameter 8 can be written as a product of individual
6 ± [13]

e= n e ,

(45)

i
where each 3

refers to a separate effect. The anisotropy para-

meters which arise from molecular rotation can be expressed as
P 2 (cos <j>i) in which $. is the angle the molecule rotates under
influence of the relevant phenomenon. A proof of this equation
is given in ref. [13,14].
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Lifetime of the excited state
If the excited molecule dissociates after T sec and

w is the angular velocity of the molecule the anisotropy parameter is given by
3
2
3
1
|3T = - cos W T - J = - cos 2 Ü)T + —

(46)

If we take for the distribution of lifetimes a Poison distribution

then upon integration over all T one obtains [15]

F3
e

4

"T/To

ii
cos 2WT + i ) 7 - e
4
T
O

i

v

dT =

(47)
1+4(WT )

2

The anisotropy parameters at both limits T -»• 0 and T^-»-00 are
easily obtained. For 1+0,

8_-»-l and for T o + «> , $

= 0.25.

The latter is the same result as we obtained in the quantum
mechanical treatment for resonant excitation. A resonance implies that the state is long-lived. We may conclude that in this
case the semi-classical treatment is equivalent to the quantum
mechanical one.

4.2.

Molecular rotation

4.2.1.

F a s t

r e c o i l

The anisotropy factor for the rotation of the molecule with rotational quantum number £ can be expressed as
6

rot = P 2<V = I

cos 2

- 33 from scattering theory we know that <j
>0 is given by
>.
2

dr

r

ro y v ( r

)+ * ( * + ! ) *

_ V(r) _

V (r)

2 yr
o

—

2

2yr
(49)

where r denotes the classical turning point and V(r) is the
o
potential energy. This integral can be solved numerically.
However, it is possible to make some simplifications, which will
be treated in the following sections.

4.2.1.1.

Axial recoil approximation
In the derivation of the angular distribution of pho-

tofragments we have made use of the fact that the phase factor
6. - &7T/2 of the continuum wave function is independent of %

= 0 .

(50)

This derivative was recognized as the deflection angle <j>p. So
as a first approximation $„ may be set to zero. This is called
the axial recoil approximation which means that the molecule
does not rotate during the dissociation and dissociates in the
direction that it had when it was excited. For the anisotropy
factor this approximation implies that 3 .= 1.
rot
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4.2.1.2. Hard sphere model
If we use a potential model in which the potential
energy is infinite at distances ^_ r and zero for greater distances, the so-called hard-sphere potential model, one can easily derive that <J>„ can be expressed as a function of the rotational energy E . and the excess energy E
according to
rot
excess

excess
For the total angular distributions 4>~ has to be substituted in
3 . and has to be folded with the distribution of rotational
rot
quantum numbers & given by the Boltzmann distribution
s

exp(

=ƒ

' ) dS,
2]ir kT
o

(52a)

(| cos 2 * £ + ^) d£

<52b)

o
If the excess energy E

is large compared to the rotational

energy

o
then cos 2 4>o may be expanded to second order which yields the
final equation

<«>
excess
This approximation can be improved by taking not a hard sphere
but an exponential repulsive potential. Jonah [16] has shown
that for this potential

B

is well approximated by

I*OT
ft

- i

3/2
E /2 kT

excess

(

5

4

)
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S l o w

r e c o i l

So far we have dealt with fast recoil, i.e. the velocity of the recoiling fragment is fast compared to the tangential velocity caused by the rotation of the molecule. It is
interesting to consider the effect of slow recoil on the rotational anisotropy factor. We take the Uniting case where the
excess energy is equal to the rotational energy. For this case
<j>jj is given by
m

n

substitution of

•w-I-»ï*i-ï
So for a parallel transition we have for axial
recoil

{1+2P2<6O)}
and for tangential recoil

The latter equation is the same as obtained for axial recoil
in the case of a perpendicular transition, see equation (37).
For tangential recoil we obtain for a perpendicular transition
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which is the same as for a parallel transition in the case
that the excited state is long-lived. This indicates that one
has to be careful in the interpretation of angular distributions.

4.3.

Overlap of two transitions
For alkali halides it has been shown that the first

strong absorption continuum consists of an overlap of two continua that are related to transitions from the

E_+ ground

state to excited states which are characterized by ti= 0

and

Q= 1 respectively. As the dissociation energies for these
states are the same the fragmentation processes cannot be distinguished by looking at the velocity of the recoiling fragments. In the angular distribution we will find a superposition
of two angular distributions one for the parallel transition
and one for the perpendicular transition. The resulting anisotropy parameter can be analysed in the following way:
The angular distribution is given by

where a_ represents the sum a,. + a, of a parallel and a perpendicular contribution. $
is the experimentally obtained ani©xp
sotropy parameter and 0
is the rotational anisotropy paraaerot
ter. Now we want to obtain the fraction of the total absorption,
that goes in the parallel transition. We can distinguish two
cases:

- 37 4.3.1.

S h o r t - 1 iv e d

e x c i t e d

s t a t e

Both states are purely repulsive and have a short
lifetime. As
As an example one may take KBr [17], 3
may be
rox
taken the same for both processes and one obtains

20„, . 3
= aM . 23 ^ - o,. 3 . .
T M exp
II
rot 1 rot

(56)

If one makes the substitution cr. = a_ — CTij and
S
= 3 ' 3 . oneBgets for the parallel fraction %
€>xp
exp rot
II
o.i

2 B ' _+ 1

Tr the same way we obtain for the perpendicular fraction Qi
a,

2 - 23'
<57W

4.3.2.

L o n g - l i v e d

e x c i t e d

s t a t e s

If one of the excited s t a t e s i s long-lived, for i n stance the ü= O s t a t e in the photodissociation of Nal [ 1 7 ] ,
the rotational anisotropy parameter 3
i s given by
rox

The total angular distribution 0(6 ) follows from

cr<eo> = a T { l + 2 3 e x p P a (8 o )} = a,,fl+ 2 . 0,25

From this equation we obtain

- 38 (58)

After substitution of < > ]_ = <"* - tf.j we obtain for the parallel
fa-action QM

(59a)

while the perpendicular fraction Q^ is given by
a,

0.5- 20
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Experimental Set-Up
and Data Analysis

In th« flrat aection of this chapter an extensive description will b« gives) of
the appr.ratus that waa uaed for the experiment* on the alkali nalldes. Tbeae experiments are described in the next chapter. The experiments on the other metal halidea
diacuaaad in chapter» 4, 5 and 6 «ere performed 'in another apparatus which la described elsewhere [l.l. The main reaaon for the use of two different apparatuses ia
that in the caae of alkali halidea surface lonization is uaed for the detection of
the alkalies that are releaaed in the pbotodiaaociation proceas whereas for the other
metal halldes this was not poaaible becauae of the fact that the lonizatlom potential
of the metal ia too high to permit adequate detection efficiency. In this caae detection waa performed on the halogen atom by means of a quadrupole maas spectrometer
with electron bombardment ionizer.
In the second section it will be explained how it ia possible to obtain the parallel and perpendicular fraction from the absorption cross section by meaauring the
intenaity of the photofragment signal at two angles. Furthermore the convolution of
the center of maaa diatributlon with the distribution of thermal velocities which ia
neceasary for an accurate analysis of the data ia derived here. A convolution is made
inatead of a deconvolution as the latter ia very tedious if not impossible. •
In the third section the shape of the time of flight distribution will be derived for photofragmenta originating from one vibrational state of the parent molecule. Theae simulated shapes will be uaed for the determination of bondatrengtha,
which are described in chapter 3, 5 and 6.

1.

EXPERIMENTAL
In a photodissociation process the angular distribu-

tion of photofragaents is given by the familiar fora [2,33
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FIGURE 1

Schematic top view of the apparatus in the plane through the prinary
beam and the detector. The laser light enters through the center C,
perpendicularly to the plane of drawing. A is the alkali halide beam
source, enclosed in a liquid nitrogen cooled chamber 0. B is a beaa
flag. R i • a rotatable surface ionization detector with particle multiplier. H is a surface ionization detector to monitor the molecular beam.
L is a liquid nitrogen cooled shield to trap the beaa. The polarization
vector of the light E is kept fixed in the indicated direction.
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1(0) = o

( 1 + 2 $ P_(Ö)),

(1)

where 1(6) is the intensity at center of mass angle 6, 3 is
the anisotropy parameter, P o (8) is the second order Legendre
polynomial and 6 is the angle between the polarization vector
and the angle of recoil. For the measurement of the angular
distribution we can either rotate the polarization vector and
keep the detector position fixed or rotate the detector and
keep the polarization vector fixed. In the experiments on the
alkali halldes the latter configuration is used, whereas for
the other experiments the former set up had to be used.

1.1.

The apparatus
The apparatus essentially.consists of one big chamber

with a diameter of 90 cm, which is pumped by a 6 inch NRC oil
diffusion pump with a pumping speed of 2000 1/sec. This pump
is backed up by an Edwards two-stage roughing pump with a. pumping speed of 500 1/min. The oil diffusion pump is baffled by
a watercooled chevron baffle, which reduces the pumping speed
to about 1000 1/sec. The chamber is bakeable to a temperature
of 120 C. During the experinent the ambient pressure in the
chamber can be kept at 5 * 10

Pa.

A schematic top view of the interior of the apparatus is given in figure 1. An alkali halide beam originating
from a fixed oven is directed through the center C of the chamber. The intensity is monitored by a hot wire detector M. The
nolecular beam is crossed at right angles by a vertical light
team from a pulsed laser in the center of the apparatus. The
polarization of the light is fixed under 45° with the forward
cirection of the primary beam. Fragments from the photodissociation process are detected by a detector R which can be rota-

- 44 ted in the horizontal plane through the molecular beam. Detector signals are measured as a function of time after each laser
shot by a multichannel sealer, processed by a PDP 11 and visualized on a color display.

1.2.

The source
The source of the alkali halide molecules is an oven

made of molybdenum which can be heated by four heating cartridges up to a temperature of 1200 K. The oven is provided with a
30 mm long, 2 mm diameter exit channel. Under normal experimental conditions the temperature of the oven is kept at about
900 K yielding a steady salt pressure inside the oven of about
0.1 Pa. The temperature of the oven is monitored by two chromel
alumel thermocouples. One of them is fixed on the main body
of the oven while the other one measures the temperature at the
oventip.

The oven is contained in two polished stainless steel

radiation shields. This as a whole is placed in a vertical
copper cylinder of 30 cm diameter and 35 cm high. The cylinder
is cooled by liquid nitrogen. At the exit of the copper cylinder a set of horizontal and vertical adjustable slits and a
beam flag are mounted. The intensity of the molecular beam is
monitored by a Langmuir-Taylor detector [4] which consists of
a very thin hot Re wire of 125 micron diameter placed in the
center of a cylindrical collector. This detector, at a distan—6
ce of 50 cm from the source, covers a solid angle of 2.5x 10
Sterad. Under typical experimental conditions ion currents of
—9
2 xio
Ampère are measured. This implies that the density of
molecules in the interaction region, which is only 12 cm from
8
—3
the orifice, is about 6 x 1 0 cm
corresponding to a partial
alkali halide pressure of 8 x 10

Pa. The molecular beam is

trapped by a liquid nitrogen cooled shield placed behind the
monitor.
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3.3.

The interaction region
The interaction region is defined by the intersection

of the laser beam and the molecular beam. The laser beam has a
diameter of about 2 mm and the molecular beam has dimensions of
2 X 2 mm. As the laser beam has a circular shape the interaction
region has a cylindrical shape. The volume is about 6 mm

yiel-

ding a total number of molecules in this region of 4 x 10 .

1.4.

The light source
The light that is used in the photodissociation ex-

periments originates from a commercially available dye laser,
Chroraatix CMX-4, which is flashlamp pumped. The pulse duration
is 1.5 ysec and the light is polarized. The output in the visible region, 450- 700 nm, is a few milli Joules per pulse. Ultraviolet radiation is obtained by frequency doubling using KOP
crystals which are placed in the cavity. The output in the ultraviolet region 265- 340 nm is a few tenths of a milli Joule.
The light enters the apparatus through a suprasil window in
the centre of the bottom of the apparatus. The polarization of
45° with resp<
the light is kept fixed at 45
respect to the salt bean.
This is schematically shown in figure 3.

1.5.

The detector and data acquisition
The detector for the photofragments can be rotated

around the interaction region in a horizontal plane perpendicular to the laser beam. The distance to the interaction centre
is variable between 10 and 30 cm. For the detection of the alkalies we made use of the surface ionization technique C5]. The
alkali fragment atoms enter the detector through a collinator
30 mm long, 2 mm wide and 10 mm high. The Re ribbon is 0.75 mm
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1650K
1800K

220
TOF

FIGURE 2

CMICROSEC]

Detector tiae response for Na atoms for the photodissociation of Kal
at 337.1 nn for several temperatures of the hot wire detector. Above
1650 K the response does not change anymore, tlote the change of scale
from fig. a to fig. b.

- 47 wide and 25 \im thick. If the distance to the interaction region
-4
is 20 cm the solid angle covered by the detector is 1.5x10 Sr.
Alkalies hitting the Re ribbon are adsorbed on the
surface. The probability of ionization is dependent on the
workfunction of the ribbon [6]. The particles leave the surface
with a desorption rate that is strongly dependent on the surface temperature. From an extrapolation of measurements of the
desorption rate by Scheer and Fine it can be estimated that the
average residence time of the ions on the wire is at the commonly used wire temperature of 1700 K is 1 jjsec [7], which
should be compared to flight times of typically 100 ysec. The
detector response for different temperatures of the wire are
shown in figure 2. The remaining width is due to the spread in
internal and translational energy of the parent molecules.
The ions are pulled into an open C u - Be Balzers
SEV 217 particle multiplier by an electric field. Pulses are
amplified shaped and fed into a multichannel sealer with a
counting rate of 10 MHz, which stores the pulses as a function
of time after each laser shot in 512 channels with a minimum
time resolution of 1.5 psec. The multichannel sealer is coupled
to the laboratory PDP 11/75 via a Camac interface. The memory
of the multichannel sealer is periodically pumped and added in
a memory file of the PDP. The background signal which originates from alkali impurities in the Re ribbon is calculated from
the number of counts in the last hundred channels of the multichannel sealer. It is subtracted and the resulting signal is
scaled and projected on a reconstructed Sony color television
screen. This allows the experimentalist to follow the development of the experiment.
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2.

THE C M . TO LAB CONVOLUTION
The angular distribution of photofragments in the

center of mass frame is given by the expression which has been
derived in chapter 1

1(6) = a Q < l + 2 B e x p P 2 <9))

(2)

where 6 is the angle between the polarization vector and the
angle of recoil. 3

is the anisotropy parameter which has

values between 1 and -£ due to various sources of loss of anisotropy listed in chapter 1. For a parallel transition (3= 1)
this reduces to

1(6)= 3a cos 2 6
o

(3)

whereas for a perpendicular transition (3= ~i) the distribution
is given by

1(0) = | a
2

O

sin 2 8

From these equations it is seen that a maximum number of photofragments from a parallel transition is obtained if the detector is aligned with the polarization vector and that the maximum signal of fragments from a perpendicular transition is obtained if the angle between detector and polarization vector
is 90 . The absorption continua of the alkali halides which are
the subject of investigation in chapter 3 are believed to be
due to two overlapping continua arising from transitions to two
different excited states of fi= 0 + and fl= 1 symmetry [8]. If the
total absorption cross sections are known then measuring the
ratio of the two contributions yields the cross sections for
the individual transitions.

- 49 The measurements are performed by setting the detector at positions that correspond to 0

and 90

with the polari-

zation vector. After averaging over a few thousand laser shots
the ratio is obtained by dividing the signals. From figure 3
it can be seen that if the parent molecules do not move then
the centre of mass angles 0° and 90
tory angles -45

and 45

correspond to the labora-

respectively. However, due to the ve-

locity of the parent beam both laboratory angles are slightly
shifted towards 0

in the laboratory frame. This shift angle

fi is about 5°. Therefore the measurements of the ratio of parallel to perpendicular transition were performed at the
o
o
positions -40 and +40 in laboratory.
According to formula 2, the ratio R of the signals at
center of mass angles zero and ninety degrees is given by

(5)

from which (3 can be obtained as

From this equation it is seen that the measurement of the ratio
of the signal at 0

and at 90

uniquely determines the aniso-

tropy parameter 6 and from this the parallel fraction Q.i can be
-Itirermined using the formulas (57) and (59) from chapter 1.
Equation (2) holds for the angular distribution in the center
of mass. Due to the fact that the parent molecules have a distribution of velocities, the signal at the laboratory angle 8»
IK a convolution of the angular distribution in the center of
mass with the distribution of shift anprles 9, caused by the
velocity spread of the parent molecules. The expression obtained for the angular distribution in the laboratory frame is no
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FIGURE .i

Velocity vector diagram of the photodissociation in a plane through the
primary beam and the detector. The primary bean velocity is represented
by c, the recoil velocity is indicated by u and v is the resulting laboratory velocity. •: is the angle between the recoiling atom and the
polarization vector. .
the molecular beam B,

is the angle between the recoil direction and
is the shift angle and

gives tht> final direc-

tion of the fragment with respect to the molecular beam.

FIGURE 4

The configuration of the individual vectors which is used for the derivation of the time of flight spectra. Detection takes place perpendicularly to the molecular bean, u is the recoil vector of the fragment,
c is the thermal velocity of the parent molecule and v is the resulting
lab velocity. The angle ~ is the transformation angle due to the thermal
velocity and is given by •; = arcsinCc/u).

- 51 longer simple. Therefore the method of analysis is changed.
With the help of a computer program we calculate the ratio of
the two intensities at the laboratory angles at which the measurement is done for an assumed centre of mass anisotropy parameter 3 and check if the theoretically obtained ratio matches
the measured one. The anisotropy parameter $ which still uniquely determines the ratio is now varied by the program until
the calculated ratio is equal to the experimentally observed
ratio.
We will now derive the convolution of a given angular
distribution in the center of mass with the distribution of
shift angles F(6) to obtain the angular distribution of fragments in the laboratory frame. The fluxes in the center of mass
and laboratory frame are equal:

(7)

Qo is the laboratory angle, 6

is the center of mass angle with
O

A/

respect to the forward beam direction and do> represents the solid angle sin 6 d6 d f

Using d <po= d<p , then
A/

O

d cos 6

Prom figure 3 it can be seen that

where 6 is the shift angle due to the velocity of the beam.
Application of the sine rule in the triangle formed
by the vectors u, v and c yields

sin 0= |^| sin 6 r

(10)

- 52 where c is the velocity of the molecule, u is the recoil velo
city of the atom and v is the resulting laboratory velocity.
As | c/u| < i we may replace sin ê by 6, therefore

sin 0 = e ~ y sin 6 ;

(11)

where y = |c/u| and cos 6 can be written as

cos 6 = 1 - i y 2 B±n2Q%

(12)

Using these substitutions we obtain the Jacobian
d cos 6
d cos(6p + 6)
^ = —
~
= l + 2y cos 6 0 + y (1-1.5 sin
d cos 6.
d cos 6 0
'
Ü *
*
*

60).
A
(13)

For the special case of 6» = 7T/2 (perpendicular detection) we get
d cos 9

This result will be used in the next section in the derivation
of the shape of the time of flight spectrum.
The theoretical angular distribution of photofragments is described with respect to the polarization vector of
the light. From fig. 3 we have

(15)

For the centre of mass distribution with respect to the primary beam we thus obtain

2B P 2 (|TT-

- 53 To obtain the laboratory distribution equations (11), (16) and
(13) are substituted in (8). The resulting expression has to be
multiplied with the distribution of 6 and integrated over all
6 which leads to the same laboratory angle ö„. From equation
(11) it is seen that the distribution of 6 is equal to the distribution of y for fixed 8».

F(ê) dë = F(y) dy
Substitution yields
CO

P
2

'f7'" (6£+ySin

cos0 £ + y 2 (l-1.5 sin 2 9 £ )) F(y) dy

(17)

With the help of a new function J(n) defined by
2 <yn> cos 0 p + <y O+1 > (1-1.5 sin20 ) (18)
where <y >

means

y' F(y) dy.
o
Equation (17) can be rewritten as

(19)
where
H(1) = J(1)

( 20a)

H(2) = J(l) - 2 s i n 2 ^ J(S)
H(3) = 2 sin Qf J(2) - sin3B

(20b)
J(4)

(20c)

- 54 As the largest variation in y is due to the variation in c,
F(y) dy is set equal to F(c) dc, where F(c) is the Boltzmann
distribution of beam velocities. Thus
oo

^

>= ~n II cn F(c) dc,
u '
o

which can be calculated.

*

The influence of the convolution procedure in the
determination of 3 is relatively small. The anisotropy factor
derived from equation (6) and the one which is calculated
with the computer program generally do not differ by more than
5 to 10 percent E93.

3.

SIMULATION OF THE TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTRUM
In this section we will derive the shape of the time

of flight spectrum in the case of photodisaociation from one
distinct vibrational level for the case of perpendicular detection. These theoretical time of flight spectra are used in the
determination of the bond strengths metal halides. We start
with the general equation [103

where P(E£>3^) and F(E

,6

) represent the energy distribu-

tions in the laboratory and the centre of mass frame respectively, w^ and W C B represent the solid angles. From figure 4 it
is seen that the recoil velocity u, the velocity of the parent
molecule c and the lab velocity v are related by

U + C
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that for a fragment A from a molecule AB the energy in the laboratory frame E„ is given by
m
A mB
A
E„=-^-E
--3-E..
1
m
Cm
m
AB
AB t h

(22)

where m., m_ and m._ represent the masses of the fragments A
A
o
AD
and B and the molecule AB respectively, E
mass kinetic energy and E

is the center of

is the thermal kinetic energy of

the parent molecule AB. It is readily seen from (22) that
there are several combinations of E
and E
that lead to the
.
cm
th
same lab energy E . From equation (21) an expression is obtaiJO

ned for the Jacobian J(6

,60,E ,E 0 ) for the transformation
cm X cm x,
from the centre of mass frame to the laboratory frame.

'erEcm'V = ^ f ' « f

<23>

From (22) we obtain for fixed E..
th
dE

f

mA_

5

which is a constant. This implies that the Jacobian reduces to

<25>
Furthermore du can be written in polar coordinates as
dw = sin 0 d6 d(J> .

and therefore the Jacobian can be simplified to
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V

=

d c^TÖT

= cos

°

(26)

where O is the angle between v and u. Here we used the result
derived in section 2 equation (14). Using these results (21)
can now be reduced to
P(E r e £ )~F(E c m ,0 c m ) cos 6

(27)

We assume that F(E ,9 ) can be written as a product of two
cm cm
distributions, one of which only depends on the centre of «ass
energy H(£ ) and one which describes the angular dependence
G(6
,Ecur
)
v
cm'
G(6

cm' E cm )

(28)

If the parent molecule is in the vibration rotation
state (n,£) then the available centre of mass energy E
equals

USL+D B he,

(29)

where hv is the photonenergy, D is the dissociation energy
for the lowest vibrational energy level, nhto is the vlbrational
energy for a molecule in the n

vibrational state and

<?.(£ + 1 ) B he represents the rotational energy. For a fixed vi6

brational quantum number n, this expression can be rearranged
to
<30>
where E (n) is the sum of hv + nftoo-D and E . represents the
o
o
rot
rotational energy. This implies that the distribution in centre
of mass energy E (n) is described by the distribution in
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rotational energies E

. If the probability for excitation is
rot

the same for all & values, then the distribution in E

is des-

cribed by the Boltzmann distribution over rotational energies.
-E
VkT
rot
H(E ) ~ e
(31)
cm
The fractions Y and ex of the rotational energy and
the thermal kinetic energy of the parent molecule which are
converted into kinetic energy for the fragment A are given by
Y=m_/m
and a = m A /m A Q as given in equation (22). It is conB AB
A AB
venient at this point to. introduce new variables
E;h

=aE

T

=ÓtT

th

E

T

rot =

(32a)

t h

<32b)

th

Y E

(32C)

rot

E'(n) = Y E (n)
o
o

(32d)

E'
cm

= Y E

(32e)

T'

= Y T

cm

(32f)

and T r are the temperatures for the kinetic energy of the

beam and the rotational energy of the molecules.
If there is no angular dependence then the probabiA

lity that a fragment has kinetic energy between E = E (n) + E

A

°

and E = E (n) + E + dE is given by
I
E'
P(E.)= I exp() K ( E ' ) dE'
^
r

(33)

where K(E' ) is the distribution in thermal kinetic energies
and E'

are related to each other by

(34)
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distribution for kinetic energies, can be written as

K E

< th> = < E ih ) è exp(" x*t>

<35)

Substitution in equation (33) leads to

< E+E ; h >
= exp(- - 1 3 F — > • (E
*
r
,

exP<- — ) d l ^
tn

(35a)

Integration has to be performed over all thermal energies E .
that lead to the same E. There are two distinct cases
"

B'

^r) ( E ^

^

r JJ
r

r

(36a)

th

E'

^ rr) f (E;
r •»
—E

r

th

If we introduce the angular distribution of the photofragments
then
A

* V*"n/

jL

^T?

"~ ® * P \

*rm t /
AX
1

00
•

I

"»

'"X^A.I. )

I

txi

• ^\U

»*l

f^m

)

COS

SJ tUCl

cm

\Oi

)

t xi

0,-E

M(E'

) equals the integrand of (35a) and the notation 0,-E
tn
indicates the integration boundaries for E > 0 and E < 0 respectively. G(6
E ) represents the angular distribution and
cm cm
cos 5 the correction for solid angle in the centre of mass and
laboratory frame. G(9 ,E ) has the form L2,3~\:
cm cm
= 1 + 23 P 2 O )

(38)

where 6 is the angle between the polarization vector and the
angle of recoil in the center of mass. After substitution of
(15).
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= f TT - <e £ +ë) ,
G(0

,E ) can be written as follows
cm' cm

GC9

cm

;E )=1+ i 3 --I 3(sin 2 6 cos 2 6+ cos 2 6 sin 2 6)
cm
2

(39)

as 6, = TT/2 this reduces to

G<6cm ;Kcm)=l+*3--?e
sin2ë
2

<39a)

If 6 is small we can use first order approximations of the
Taylor series:
E1
(40a)

cos ë= 1- J
E'

(40b)

4

Substitution in equation (37) and integration over E ^ yields
.
-E/KT;
P ( E £)
)~e

(41)

where the different J(n) are given by:
00
00

J(l)

E

f

th

= 0,-E
I

=f

J(2)=

0,-E

)

(42a)

E
(1-J - ^ ) dE
A dE'
th

(42b)

I
M(E' )
th

E'
^)*
A

E

Now we have found an expression for P(E p ,0.). For obtaining the time of flight spectrum we calculate the corresponding laboratory energy E ? for a given arrival time and multiply with the Jacobian for transformation from an energy spec-
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FIGURE 5a

flight of K atoms for photodissociation of KI at 330 nm. The oven temperature is 860 K. Experimental data are represented by dots; -.-.- theoretical fit for D =3.31 eV:
theoretical fit for D =3.33 eV;
o
o
t h e o r e t i c a l f i t f o r D = 3 . 3 5 eV.
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Comparison of an experimentally obtained tine of flight spectrum of In
fragments fron InI photodissocietion at 248 nm and the theoretical fit
which is based on photodissociation from one vibrational level. Tbe oven
temperature is 600 K. The three peaks which are observed are due to dissociation into three channels. The fastest In atoms are due to dissociation into In + 1 , the slowest In atoms correspond to dissociation into
In + I

whereas the In atoms with intermediate velocities are due to
•*

dissociation into In + 1 . The discrepancy on the high energy side of tbe
individual peaks is due to contributions of unresolved higher vibrational
levels whereas the discrepancy on the low energy side is described in
tbe text.
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dE (t)
F(t) ~ P(E*(t)) . — ^

^
^

<43)

In the case that ionization occurs by means of electron bombardment the probability that a fragment is ionized is
proportional to the time it spends in the ionizer. This time is
inversely proportional to the velocity of the fragment in the
laboratory frame and therefore the detection probability is
inversely proportional to the lab velocity [5]. This means
that the theoretical time of flight spectrum has to be scaled
with 1/v in this case, so that F(t) gets the form

F(t)

*;
t2

(44)

Two examples of the time of flight spectra obtained
in this way are given in fig. 5a and 5b. In fig. 5a a comparison is made of the experimentally obtained tine of flight spectrum for a hot wire detector which is a flux detector and a
theoretical fit on the basis of equation (43). In fig. 5b an
experimentally obtained time of flight spectrum for a quadrupole mass spectrometer with electron bombardment ionizer, which
is a density detector, is compared to a theoretical fit of the
form of equation (44). The spectra obtained in this way fit
reasonably well in the case of the flux detector. For the density detector there is a discrepancy on the low energy side
which is due to a shortcoming of an electron bombardment ionizer. Slow particles that are being ionized have a tendency to
be captured for some time in the electric fields that exist
in the ionizer [11,123.
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Photofragmentation
of Alkali Halides
Using the technique of photofragaent spectroscopy the ratios of parallel to
perpendicular transitions between the ground state and the firat excited state have
been measured in an interval froa 300 nm to 337 nm for KI and Hal and fro» 265 na to
310 na for KBr and NaBr. These ratios can be related to two excited states of different total electronic angular momentum (£2=0,1). By combining these results with the
total absorption Measurement», the potential energy curves of these states are constructed in the Franck-Condon region.
' Secondly these measurements yield accurate dissociation energies of the salts.
The results are for KI D Q = 3 . 3 3 eV, for Nal D Q = 3 . 1 8 eV, for NaBr D Q ' 3 . 7 7 eV and
for KBr D = 3.90 eV. The uncertainties are 0.01 eV for the iodides and 0.02 eV for
o
the broaides which is better than any other method used so far.

1.

INTRODUCTION
The history of absorption spectroscopy of alkali

halides goes back over fifty years. Kuhn ClU explained the absorption continua as being due to excitation fro» the ground
state

Z
to an unbound repulsive state, causing dissociation
0+
of the molecule. Franck, Kuhn and Rollefson [2] explained the
energy differences between the subsequent continua as absorption from the ground state to excited states dissociating in
various pairs of excited fragments. The excited states may
have different total electronic angular momentum (ft =0,1).
Fluorescence measurements on a number of alkali halides performed by Levi [3] showed that the dissociative state consists of
at least two well separated curves. Kaufmann et al. [4] perfor-
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med the same kind of experiment with a more accurate analysis
and discuss only one excited state potential. This potential,
however, exhibits a discontinuity which is not inconsistent
with the two potentials found by Levi. Zare and Herschbach [5]
developed a theory based on the charge transfer model. This
allows to determine the ratio of the

Z .~*0
0+

and

Z •*•!
0

transitions.
Detailed information about the ratio of the
(parallel) and

£ +-*-0

£«+*•! (perpendicular) transitions can be obtained

by applying the photofragmentation spectroscopy method which
was originally developed by Busch and Wilson L6l and which for
the first time was applied to the study of the alkalihalides
by Rose and coworkers [73. They measured the angular distribution of four alkali iodides ait one wavelength 347 nm, concluding that the transitions predominantly have a perpendicular
character. Van Veen et al. [83 showed that for KI for wavelengths longer than 300 nm, corresponding to continuum absorption only ground state at O as are^ formed. Angular distributions
combined with time of 'flight aygasjurements were performed by
Su and Riley at 26S nm [ë3. For Jpl Alkali iodides'except for
Lil excitation ajbiSithis. wavëïésgt^ï||^paiïs leïg^usivëfy ~to dissociation into ground state alkali aodsp£*N&rbit excited halogen atoms. For all alkali'bk-omides except for LiBr dissociation
is observed into two dissociation channels leading tQ_^yoünd
state or spin-orbit èxcited^^alogëtt^i^ the?^i#s^ case t^r :
angular distribution ^tpe)4^Ex|i||^fea islof a predominantly
parallel character. In the work^4«sc%bed h«e*?l»e present photofragmentation experiments in which^Éie ratio;;jpffl>arallel to
perpendicular transitions, which' contribute to the absorption
cross section is determined as a function of wavelength. For
the four studied alkali halidea the wavelength range corresponds to the first strong absorption continuum [10].
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The parallel and perpendicular fractions of the total
absorption cross section can be used to determine the potential
curves of two excited states of different symmetry using the
Condon reflection method [11]. From these experiments not only
the energy in the F.C. region of the excited state potential
is obtained but also the slope. Moreover the experiments allow
for an accurate determination of the dissociation energy of
the alkali halides.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL

2.1.

Principle of the experiment
The photofragmentation technique is based on the

measurement of angular and velocity distributions of photofragments. For a diatomic molecule two types of optical transitions are allowed. The change in total electronic angular
moment Ü has to be 0 to +1. For transitions with A Q = O the
transition dipole moment is parallel to the internuclear axis
and for

AQ = ± 1 it is perpendicular. These transitions are

called parallel and perpendicular transitions respectively.
The transition probability is proportional to
i

-

-

,2

-

| < y i f . e > I where y l f is the transition dipole moment and e
is the E vector of the light. This implies that if the transition dipole is aligned with the E vector there is maximum
absorption probability. The angular distribution of photofragments with respect to the E vector of the light can be written
in the dipolar form [12]
1(6) = a Q { 1 + 26 P 2 (8)},

(1)

where 6 is the angle between the recoil direction and the E
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FIGi'RE •

Schenatic top vie» oi the apparatus. The lasor light enters through the
riT.t '-e C. perpendicularly to the plane of drawing. A is the alkali halide boarr, source, enclosed by a water-cooled chamber P. B is a beamflap.
B is a rotatable surface ionizat ion detector with particle Multiplier.
X is a surface ionization detector to monitor the molecular beam. L is
a liquid nitrogen cooled shield to trap the bean. The polarization vector of the light E is kept fixed under an angle of -45° with the primary
beam.
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vector. P_(6) is the second order Legendre polynomial, 3 is
2
the anisotropy parameter which contains the physical information and a is a normalization factor. From (1) it can be seen
o
that a measurement of the intensity of the photofragaent signal at two different angles uniquely determines 3. From the
anisotropy parameter $ the parallel fraction QH and perpendicular fraction Qi of the transition strength can be determined
[9a]. How this is done is described in the results section.
The parallel and perpendicular fractions can be multiplied
with the total absorption cross section to give the cross
section for the parallel and perpendicular transitions respectively.

2.2.

The apparatus
The experimental set up which is more extensively

described elsewhere [13] is housed in one big chamber of 90 cm
diameter pumped by a six inch oil diffusion pump. A schematic
view is given in fig. 1. The molecular beam originates from an
effusive oven placed at a distance of 12 cm from the interaction centre. The oven is surrounded by a copper cylinder which
is water-cooled. The beam intensity is monitored by a Re wire
with a diameter of 0.125 mm. The beam is trapped by a liquid
nitrogen cooled shield. It is intersected by polarized light
from a flashlamp pumped dye laser with intracavity frequency
doubling. The pulse duration is 1.5 microseconds and typical
pulse energies are a few tenths of a milli Joule. The polarization vector is kept fixed under an angle of -45° with the
molecular beam. The detector can be rotated in the horizontal
plane, viewing the interaction centre at a distance of 20 cm
through a collimator 8 mm high, 3 mm wide and 30 mm long. The
detector itself consists of a hot Re wire, 10 mm long, 0.75 am

1650K
«OOK

00

5

500

700100
TOF

FIGURE 2

140

MO

220

CMICROSEC3

Detector tiae response for Na atoms for the photodlaaociation of Nal at
337.1 nm at several teaperatures of the hot wire detector. Above 16SO K
the response does not change anyaore. Note the chance of scale froa
fig. (a) to tig. (b).
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wide and 0.125 mm thick. Ions desorbing from the wire are counted by an electron multiplier and the pulses are fed into a
multichannel sealer coupled to a PDP-11 by means of Camac. The
delay time at the surface is checked to be small with respect
to the flight times of the fragment alkalies. The multichannel
sealer is triggered by each lasershot. On-line observation of
the experiment is made possible by a display. For parallel
transitions we have maximum signal at an angle of -40

with

respect to the forward beam direction and for the perpendicular one we have maximum signal at +40 . The angles of maximum
signal are not 45° due to the velocity of the alkali halide
beam. For the measurement of the ratio of the two transitions
Z .-•0 + and
0+

E +->1 the detector was set intermittently at
0

the two positions that give maximum signal for the two transitions. Each time 1000 lasefshots were fired. This was done
until the signal to noise ratio was satisfactory.

2.3.

Time of flight analysis
In the present experiments we have used surface

ionization for the detection of the alkalies. For the usually
applied temperatures residence times of alkalies on the wire
are too long to permit time of flight measurements. At higher
temperatures the noise level increases exponentially. In
figure 2 the detector response is shown for N& atoms from the
photodissociation of Nal at 337.1 nm. As the wire temperature
is increased the residence times of the alkalies on the wire
decreases. From fig. 2b it is seen that the detector response
for the wire temperatures 1650 K and 1800 K can no longer be
distinguished. This is in fair agreement with an extrapolation
of the residence time data from Scheer and Fine [14] predicting that the residence time at these temperatures is of the
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Exunples of experi«»nt»l tiaa of flight ppactra
in the laboratory fran*. For the apactra of KI and Mal the wavelength
is 325 na whereas for KBr and NaBr the wavelength la 300 na. The spectra
corresponding to parallel ïransitions '(-40°) are Indicated by open
circles whereas the solid dots represent the perpendicular transitions
(+40°). For KI, KBr and NaBr the flightpath is 222 na whereas for Hal
the flightpsth is enlarged to 303 M I .
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order of 1 |isec. For all measurements the wire temperature was
1700 K, ensuring a short residence time and a not too high
noise 'level. This method offers two advantages above the commonly used electron bombardment ionizer.
(i)

The detection efficiency is close to unity, allowing
larger flightpaths and therefore greater time resolution.

(ii)

The delay time inherent to the passing of a mass
filter after electron bombardment ionization is
avoided.

3.

RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS

3.1.

Experimental results
The experiments were carried out in the wavelength

range from 337 nm to 300 nm for KI and NaJ (3.68 to 4.13 eV)
and in the region from 310 nm to 265 nm for KBr and NaBr
(4.00 eV to 4.68 eV). In order to obtain the parallel fraction
at a certain wavelength time of flight spectra were measured
intermittently at angles -40

and +40

with respect to the

forward direction of the salt beam. These angles on the average represent centre of mass angles 0° and 90° respectively,
with respect to the light vector £. Examples of these time of
flight spectra are given in figure 3 for all the studied halides. The ratio R

is obtained by dividing the integrated sig-

nal of the time of flight spectra. The ratio uniquely determines the anisotropy parameter 3 of the centre of mass distribution given by equation (1). As a deconvolution of the laboratory data is very difficult if not impossible, the anisotropy
parameter was determined by convoluting the centre of mass
distribution for a given 8 with the velocity distribution of
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Expi'riBentally obtained excited state potential energy curves for KI,
Nal, NaBr and KBr. The total absorption curve»

for dissociation

into ground state atoms, obtained trom rel. [10] are split up into a
parallel yy%and
*

a perpendicular fraction f^S.

experimentally obtained parallel fraction;

jj| experimentally obtained perpendicular fraction;
O

parallel contribution from ref. L7J;

Q

nerpend-eulHr contribution from ref. I 7 I.
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the parent beam. As a result of this convolution a theoretical
ratio R

tb

was obtained. The anisotropy p.-irameter 8 was varied

until thr theoretical ratio matched the <:*perimental one. In
this way * was obtained. The parallel and perpendicular fractions QII and Qi are derived from the anisotropy factor 6- The
relation between the experimentally determined anisotropy
factor 3 to the parallel and perpendicular fraction depends
on the lifetime of the excited state- It can be shown that in
the case of a long-lived excited state of O

symmetry and a

short-lived one with fl= 1 symmetry the parallel and perpendicular fractions QM and Qi are given by f9a]
2

_

11

=

exp "*" rot

0.5

(2a)

+S rot
+

0.5- 2 $
rot
is tne
where 3
experimentally determined anisotropy parameter and 8 , is the correction factor for the rotation of a
rot
short-lived molecule [15'J .

In the case that both the Q= 0

and ft= 1 excited

states are short-lived the parallel and perpendicular fractions
Q,| and Q,

are given by [9al

(3a

0, -

>

(3b)

As wil] h" shown in the section ^n curve crossinc equation (2)
had to b« usod for Nal. r-rju ition r.T) fo- KRr and KT
an intermpdiat"

NaBr is

Therefore bo^h r:nat-ons wer^> apnlied leading
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Energy at r [eV]
Species

Slope at r I eV n«i ]

Potential curve

+

a-i

TABLE I

0-1

KBr

4,41

4.33

32.6

39.1

KI

3.83

3.68

12.2

16.8

NaBr (diabatic)

4.38

4.28

13.4

16.8

NaBr (adiabatic)

4.35

4.22

13.9

15.3

Nal

3.88

3.63

33.2

36.4

Inertias and slopes of th« indicated excited atata potential energy
curves obtained froa tbe preaent photofragaent experiment».

Species

Theraocaeaical

riaae

Atoaic

photometry

fluorescence

Photo-

Photo-

convergence

ionization

frafmentation

Band

KBr

3.94

3.94

3.95

-

-

3.90

3.90

KI

3.33

3.49

3.33

-

-

3.31

3.33

NaBr

3.76

-

3.84

-

-

3.73

3.77

Kal

3.15

3.13

3.15

3.26

3.00

3.12

3.18
0.01-'
0.02

Uncertainty
Reference

TABU II

0.05

0.1

0.05

0.03

0.03

0.020.04

[33]

[34]

[35]

[24]

[25]

[11]

this

work

Oiaaociation energies obtained by several authors, compared with the
values determined from this work.
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to almost identical results. The parallel and perpendicular
fractions are multiplied with the total absorption cross section to give the individual cross section for the parallel and
perpendicular transition respectively. The results are given
in figure 4. From the absorption continua two separate excited
state potential curves are calculated using the delta function
approximation for the wave function of the excited state [16]
and the wave functions of the harmonic oscillator for the
vibrational levels of the ground state. In the calculation the
six lowest vibrational levels are used which together account
for more than 90% of the total population. The vibrational
spacings were taken from Rusk and Gorky [17]. The shape of the
excited state potential energy curve was chosen of the exponen-b(r-r o )
tial form V(r)= A e
. The energies and slopes at the
equilibrium distance are given in table I.
A second result of this work which has already been
reported [18] is an accurate determination of the dissociation
energy of the alkali halides with an accuracy better than any
other method used so far. In a photodissociation process the
energy balance is expressed by:

E

=hV-D
excess

where £
energy, D

+ E(n,£)

(4)
'

o

is the released kinetic energy, hV is the photonthe dissociation energy and E(n,£) the energy of the

molecule in the n

vibrational and &

the present case hV - D

rotational state. In

is small and E(n,ü) has thermal values.

For the wavelength giving maximum absorption the major part
of the atoms stems from the lowest vibrational state of the
molecule. For the lowest kinetic energies observed the E(n,Jl)
distribution is known quite accurately. Measuring the kinetic
energy we therefore can determine D

with an uncertainty of
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0.01 eV for the iodides and 0.02 for the bromides. The results
are given in table II, together with data from the literature.
Most values are in fair agreement with each other. Noticeable
discrepancy exists in the case of Nal photo-ionization; experiments from Berkowitz and Chupka [19] give 3.00 eV, the band
convergence method of Berg and Skewes [20] leads to 3.26 eV,
whereas photofragmentation studies of Su and Riley [93 and
this work give 3.12 eV and 3.18 eV respectively.

3.2.

Convolution procedure
Part of the data analysis is based on the convolution

of the theoretical angular distribution of fragments with respect to the E vector with the thermal velocities of the parent
bean. From equation (1) it is seen that the photofragment distribution is fixed uniquely by the anisotropy parameter 3.
It can be shown that for the present configuration the distribution in the laboratory frame can be written as [13]

H(3)-|3 (sin

where

(5)

H(3) =
H(2) = J(1)-2J(3) s i n ^
H(l) = 2 sin 8^ J(2) - sin3 8^ J(4)

8» is the angle between the detector and the forward direction
of the salt beam which in our case is kept fixed at +40°. J(n)
.is defined as
2 <yn> cos 6 Jl +<y n+1 > (1- 1.5 sin 2 6 £ )
where y :

,the ratio of thermal beam velocity to the velocity
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c

> equals

F(c) de

o
F(c) is the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution of beam molecules.
From the matching procedure of the experimental result and the
theoretical angular distribution we obtain a centre of mass
anisotropy parameter 3

3.3.

Molecular rotation
To calculate 3 we still need to know the anisotropy

parameter 3

+>

due to the rotation of the molecule (see equa-

tion (2) and (3)). This part of the anisotropy depends on the
lifetime of the relevant state. If the lifetime is short compared to a rotational period the recoil direction almost equals
the initial direction of the molecular axis at the moment of
transition. If the lifetime is long compared to a rotational
period the correlation between the initial direction of the
axis and the recoil direction decreases.
It can be shown that the anisotropy factor for the
angular distribution of photofragments from molecules that
have rotated over an angle <j> after excitation can be written
as [21]

where P2(4)) is the second order Legendre polynomial and 3 is
the anisotropy parameter for non rotating molecules. For molecules dissociating immediately after excitation Jonah £15] has
shown that 8

. is well approximated by

rexcess

««
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.2

FIGURE 5

.4
.6 R, .8
1.0 1.2
Internuclear distance fnm3

1.4

Ground state and lowest excited state potential energy curves for Nal.
An avoided crossing exists for the covalent 0
potential. R

TABLE H I

Species

curve and the ionic

is the crossing radius.

TABLE IV

E
[eV]
excess

LZ

Species

iDebyej

JJ iDebye]

a

KBr
KI

0. 17

1 .00

KBr

13.5

10.6

0. 42

0 .99

KI

14.6

10.8

0.39

NaBr

0. 36

0 .71

NaBr

12.0

9.1

0.37

Nal

0. 57

5 .10

Nal

13.0

9.2

0.41

TABLE III

-6

Excess M
iprc7 f*s a
n H ILandau-Zener probabilities for alkali halides.
Excess
energies
and
The exec's energies are given for the largest wavelengths used. They
were calculated using the dissociation enrrgies as obtained in the
present exppriments. Pj„ is the Landau-Zoner probability for passing
diabaticaljv through HIR crossing region using the coupling data of
Faist and Lrvine

TABLE IV

2fi .

Experimental] \ determin-<i d i p o l e nomr-nts

, compared with c a l c u l a t e d

p o i n t charge rijpole momptits «'r for ground s t a t o a l k a l i h a l i d e s
o
u i s t.h-> covr.W;* t mixinc: paramrt^»

32

0.35
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where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the rotational temperature and E
represents the excess or continuum energy,
excess
For molecules with a long lifetime it has been shown that 3 .
rot
reduces to the constant value of 0.25 f2ll. For the four studied
molecules the excited state of fl= 1 symmetry are short-lived.
The Q, = 0

state, however, shows an avoided crossing with the

ground state potential. This may lead to a longer lifetime
as will be discussed in the following section.

3.4.

Curve crossing
As can be seen from fig. 5 the alkali halides exhibit

the phenomenon of curve crossing [22,231. In the adiabatic picture the excited state of 0

symmetry shows an avoided crossing

with the ground state at the internuclear distance R . Dissociation takes place by predissociation through the coupling
region. The Landau-Zener (LZ) theory permits calculation of
the probability of passing diabatically through the interaction region [24,25]. If the LZ probability is small the molecule vibrates in the well of the 0

state. This leads to long

lifetimes of the excited state and requires application of
equation (2).
In order to determine whether a system should be
treated as a long-lived or a short-lived state, the LZ probabilities were calculated using the coupling data of Faist and
Levine [261. From the results given in table III it can be
concluded that KBr and KI are behaving completely diabatically,
i.e. the excited state is short-lived, Nal behaves adiabatically and therefore the excited state is long-lived. NaBr is
an intermediate case. Therefore for NaBr the calculation of
the parallel and perpendicular fraction has been performed for
both limits.
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4.

DISCUSSION
From the results given in figure 4 it appears that

the transition dipole moments for the

20+"*" 0

and

£_+-»• 1

transitions are of the same order of magnitude. The charge
transfer model of Zare and Herschbach [53 predicts a dominant
E +-*-l excitation (a perpendicular transition) in the case of
a transition from a pure ionic ground state to a pure covalent
upper state. An equal mixture of ionic and covalent terms in
the ground and upper state on the other hand would give a pure
parallel transition. From the experimental results we conclude
therefore that the ground state has a mixed, mainly ionic
character. This is consistent with the fact that the dipole
moments of the alkali halides are not equal to the values one
would get for point charges. The amount of covalent mixing to
the ground state can be obtained from a formula given by
Coulson [27] who gives for the dipole moment y of molecules
that have strong polar character

(7)

in which a is the coefficient of the covalent term that goes
into the wave function and

er

is the dipole moment for point

charges. Table IV gives the results. It is seen that the
mixing parameter for all alkali halides is about 0.4. This is
not incompatible with the fact that about equal amounts of
parallel and perpendicular transitions were found experimentally.
From the experiments we observe a very drastic change
in the anisotropy as a function of photon energy. T,he question
arises whether the Zare-Herschbach model can account for this
phenomenon also. Using the Condon reflection method is is
easy to see that a specific energy E in the absorption conti-
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nuum is directly related to a certain internuclear distance R.
According to the truncated Rittner potential [28] the ionicity
of the ground state is a function of R. Therefore the ratio of
parallel to perpendicular transitions can be expected to be a
function of R. A crude estimate of the variation of the anisotropy can be made by equating formula (7) with the dipole Moment ]i, which in the truncated Rittner potential is given by

V = er

)

(l-~^

°

(8)

3

R

where a

is the sum of the polarizabilities of the ions.
GXX
Equations (7) and (8) lead to

The internuclear distance varies for the lowest vibrational
state about 0.01 nm, leading to a relative change da/a of
0.05. This is not sufficient to explain the dramatic changes
in anisotropy as the relative change da/a would have to be
approximately 2. The change in anisotropy with wavelength
therefore probably has to be attributed to a different behaviour of the Franck-Condon factors for the transitions
and

S + -*0

£+-"-! as a function of energy.
The results obtained in this work are explained by

two separate excited state potentials, of which the 0

poten-

tial is somewhat higher in energy than the 1 curve in the
Franck-Condon region. This is in agreement with previous suggestions of Berry and Klemperer f29] made in connection with
their spectroscopie study of the lithium salts. They assigned
the weak fluctuation bands lying on the low energy side of the
first strong absorption continuum to a state of Q,= 1 symmetry.
The continuum itself is assigned as 0 , based on intensity

- 84 arguments given by Mulliken F30]. Also Su and Riley presume in
their discussion of the results of Rose and collaborators that
the fl"O+ state lies above the ti= 1 state in the vicinity of
the equilibrium distance. This can be understood as follows
[31]. In the fl= 0

state the binding electrons are situated

on the axis between the nuclei while for the fl= 1 state the
binding electrons are situated in "TT lobes". At greater internuclear distance the electrons situated on the molecular axis
for the £2=0

state overlap more, leading to more attraction

than for the fl=l state. At shorter internuclear distance the
attraction will change into a strong repulsion as the electron
clouds will penetrate into each other. This makes the £2=0
state energetically unfavourable at short internuclear distances. There is reason to believe that at greater interm?clear
distance, which can be probed by fluorescence measurements the
0

state is below the 1 state. Levi [3] derived two distinct

curves, one fairly flat and one with a distinct well. Kaufmann
et al. found a well which they assigned as U = 0 + on the basis
of scattering experiments [4]. From these observations it is
very likely that the deeper lying well is correlated with the
£2=0

state, while the flat curve belongs to a u= 1 state.

Thus the ordering of molecular states is indeed reversed if
the internuclear distance is increased from the equilibrium
distance to greater distances.

5.

CONCLUSION
In the present experiments we have been able for

KI, Nal, NaBr and KBr to measure the ratios for parallel and
perpendicular transitions in a wavelength range corresponding
to the first strong absorption continuum. Combined with the
total absorption cross sections these ratios allowed the con-
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struction of two oxcited state potential energy curves Q= 0 and
Sl=l in the Franck-Condon region. In this Franck-Condon region
the 0

state has a higher potential energy than the 1 state.

From a previous determination of the symmetry of the fluorescent
state we infer that the excited states cross outside the FranckCondon region at larger internuclear distance. Moreover accurate values of the dissociation energies are obtained.
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Chapter 4
Curve Crossing in
the C State of TlBr
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Curve Crossing in
the C State of TIBr
TIBr is studied by photofragment spectroscopy in a wavelength range between
264 and 268 na. The results are explained by a aodel with two curve crossings of
intermediate coupling strength. The observed variation with wavelength of the branching fractions of product states peraits the determination of the Landau-Zener parameter.

1.

INTRODUCTION
The branching ratios between outgoing channels in

photodissociation do not only depend upon the repulsive electronic states to which excitation takes place. They can be influenced by potential curve crossings at internuclear distances outside the Franck-Condon region. We have demonstrated
this for IBr and for IC1 [1]. Those two molecules were aodel
cases because conparison was possible with data obtained spectroscopically concerning the sane curve crossings. One of the
reasons this was possible is that the crossing is located in
the attractive part of one of the relevant potential curves.
This implies that information about the crossing can be obtained from predissociation data. To this purpose Child has
developed a sophisticated technique for interpreting data on
predissociation [23. Unfortunately such data seem to be available only for those two molecules. Of course the process of
curve crossing is much more general and can also play a role
when there are only repulsive potentials involved. In such
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cases photodissociation proves to be an extremely useful tool.
In addition to the above considerations the interest in branching ratios in photodissociation is often stimulated by another consideration. Excited fragments from photodissociation
can lead to population inversion which can be used as a source
for photochemical lasers [3], or Raman up converters [4].
We have studied thallium bromide as a molecule that
is of interest from both points of view, (i) Its dissociation
is likely to involve curve crossings, as will be seen below,
and (ii) it is a candidate for the production of spin-orbit
excited thallium as a medium for a Raman up converter. The
latter suggestion is mainly based on information derived from
absorption spectroscopy. Davidovits and Bellisio [5] observed
several absorption continua in thallium salts, from which they
inferred different dissociation channels. This picture suggests
the possibility to excite Tl salts into a dissociative continuum leading to spin-orbit excited Tl and ground state halogen.
For TIBr this continuum peaks at 269 nm. Unfortunately the
information which can be derived from absorption spectroscopy
is incomplete. White and Zdasiuk E 63 performed experiments on
TIBr in bulk to determine the branching ratio of spin-orbit
excited to ground state thallium for dissociation of TIBr by
266 nm radiation. Contrary to expectation they found less than
1% of the fragments to be formed in the spin-orbit excited
state. This result was believed to be due to curve crossing
with the ionic potential. We have therefore performed photofragment spectroscopy at various wavelengths in order to obtain detailed information about possible curve crossings.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A TIBr beam is crossed at right angles by light from

a frequency doubled pulsed dye laser. The resulting photofragoents are detected at right angles to both the light beam and
the molecular beam [1]. The kinetic energy of the fragments,
obtained by a time of flight (t.o.f.) method, leads to knowledge of the dissociation channel by use of the energy balance:

E ± = h V - D(v,J)-

(1)

E. is the internal energy of the fragments which one wishes to
determine, hv is the photon energy, D(v,J) is the dissociation
energy of the molecule from the v'th vibrational and the J'th
rotational state and E

is the excess energy available, which

is determined from the measured kinetic energy.
The polarization vector in the experiment can be rotated with respect to the direction of detection. In this way
angular distributions of fragments are obtained, which provide
information about the symmetry of the transition [1,7]. For
TIBr, being an example of Hund's case c coupling [8], a. Afi=O
2
transition leads to a cos 0 distribution (parallel transition),
while Aft=_+ 1 gives sin G (perpendicular transition). Here fi
is the total electronic angular momentum and 0 is the angle
between the light vector and the direction of recoil. We found
the transitions at the wavelengths used in the present experiments to be predominantly perpendicular. This will be reported
in more detail elsewhere as part of an extensive study of the
thallium halides [9], Although most of the dissociation is due
to excitation to an £2= 1 excited state, to make sure that no
significant amount of fragments is detected due to an ^ = 0
excited state the experiments have been performed at a laboratory angle of 90°.
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TiBe-of-fligbt spectrum showing arrival tine of Br fragaents after photodissociation of TIBr by 266 nm radiation. The first peak is due to
fragments in their ground state. Fragment excitation leads to less
kinetic energy. Spin-orbit excitation of Br (0.46 eV> leads to the
middle peak, spin-orbit excitation of Tl (0.97 eV) leads to the last
peak.
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Relative intensities of the outgoing channels in TIBr photodissociation
at various wavelengths.
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3.

RESULTS
Figure 1 shows a time of flight spectrum of Br frag-

ments after dissociation of TIBr at 266 nm. The three peaks
correspond to different outgoing channels according to equation (1). The first peak

- due to the fastest fragments 2
is related to dissociation into ground state Tl P, and ground
o

state Br

*

P „ / o . The middle one is due to dissociation into
3/2

2

ground state Tl and spin-orbit excited Br

P*. The peak due to

the slowest fragments is related to dissociation in spin-orbit
2
excited Tl P o / O and ground state Br. The relative intensities
3/2
of the outgoing channels can be determined by integrating the
peaks, allowing for apparatus effects as outlined elsewhere
[1]. The result is that at 266 nm - 2 0 % of the Tl fragments are
spin-orbit excited. The absorption spectrum shows a pronounced
sharp peak which suggests that the main excitation takes place
to a single

- rather flat -

potential curve. It should most

probably correlate with the energetically highest possible dissociation limit: Tl + Br. The fact that the other dissociation
products are also observed must then be caused by curve crossings, the nature of which we now determine. For this purpose
we have obtained branching fractions at different wavelengths
between 264 and 268 nm. The results are shown in figure 2. The
systematic variation with wavelength, typical for crossings
with intermediate coupling strength, will be interpreted below.

4.

DISCUSSION
The fact that the excited state is found to have an

fi= 1 symmetry excludes the suggestion from ref. [6] of coupling with the & = 0 ionic state. Rotational coupling would be
required in order to couple it with the excited state. With
only thermal rotational energy th 3 is most unlikely.
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Schematic diagran of the relevant potential curves, explaining the photodissociation of TlBr. I and II indicate curve crossing.
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Plot of (In P ) ~ against E g . P is the diabatic crossing probability for
the crossing indicated as I in figure 3, E g is an effective excitation
energy. Data are obtained as indicated in text.
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The observed results can be explained with the following model. Figure 3 shows schematically three excited state
potential curves
limit -

- each relating to a different dissociation

with two Landau-Zener type crossings. Each of these

states has a total electronic angular momentum $2=1. According
to the Landau-Zener theory the behaviour at a crossing depends
upon the radial velocity. The probability to pass diabatically
is given by:

P=exp(-V c /v r a d )

V

c

(2)

contains the coupling matrix element H,_ and the differJ-JS

ence in slopes AF in the following way:

The radial velocity is given by:

Here y is the reduced mass, E

is the potential energy at the
A

crossing point and E is the excitation energy: photon energy
plus ground state vibrational energy. It is readily verified
that with higher excitation energy (smaller wavelength) the
diabatic crossing probability increases, such that the experimental data are in qualitative agreement with the model. For
example to produce T l + B r

both crossings must be passed adia-

batically and this signal decreases with decreasing wavelength.
For a quantitative comparison equation (2) is rewritten:
(In P ) 2 = A ( E - E x ) ,

(3)
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in which A once again contains H 12 /AF. The general technique
now consists of experimentally obtaining diabatic crossing
probabilities as a function of excitation energy. This leads
to a knowledge of £

and

- through A -

of the Landau-Zener

parameter in particular of H.^/AF. This is performed for the
crossing indicated by I in figure 3. The diabatic crossing
probability is obtained from the data at each wavelength:

P=R/(1+R),

where R is the intensity of the diabatic channel (slowest
fragments) divided by that of the adiabatic channel (two first
peaks). The excitation energy must be corrected for the different contributions from different ground state vibrational
levels. Higher vibrational levels lead to larger excitation
energies. The differences can not be neglected compared to
the kinetic energy at the crossing. Their relative contributions depend upon the relative Franck-Condon factors which are
different for each wavelength. To correct for this an effective excitation energy is calculated for each wavelength in the
following way:

e

v

)

hVQ/Z fy.

V
hv is the photon energy, v
f

V
is the vibrational frequency and

is the probability for excitation from the v'th level, f

contains the Boltzmann weighting factor and the transition
probability, which is primarily dependent upon the FranckCondon factor. For the calculation of f

knowledge is required

of the excited state potential curve. It is taken to be of exponential form such that the absorption spectrum can be reproduced using the Condon reflection method LlO]. The best fit is
obtained with:
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V(R)= 4.33+0.29 exp(-3.3

R is in Angstrom, R

(R-RQ))

eV.

is the ground state equilibrium distance

of 2.68 8. This result is consistent with the assumption that
*
the excited state correlates with Tl +Br.
-2
The data are used to make a plot of (In P)
against
E

as is given in figure 4. The line is a least squares fit

through the points. The exponential behaviour predicted by the
Landau-Zener theory is clearly present. The X-intercept gives
E =4.6_+0.05 eV. This is on the low energy side of the FranckCondon region covered by the present experiment. The slope
2
—14
yields a value for H „/AF of 7 . 5 x 1 0

eV.m. In order to give

an idea of the order of magnitude we note that for a AF of
1 eV/A this would mean an H

of 30 meV. In principle a similar

analysis is possible of crossing II, by comparing the first
two peaks: the diabatic channel leads to ground state fragments
and the adiabatic one leads to ground state Tl and excited Br.
However, due to the small signals from ground state fragments
at some wavelengths we have not attempted this analysis. Since
the coupling would be at approximately the same internuclear
distance one expects a coupling matrix element of the same
order of magnitude.

5.

CONCLUSION
Laser induced half collisions at variable wavelengths

can be used to obtain information about curve crossings. In an
earlier study about IBr and IC1 we have reported about this
technique. In that case comparison was possible with predissociation data. We now report about crossings in TIBr involving
only repulsive potential curves where no predissociation is
possible. The experimental data lead to a model with two curve

- 98 crossings. The symmetries of the states involved follow from
the angular distributions of photofragments. Variation of the
branching fractions of product states as a function of wavelength permits a direct measurement of the Landau-Zener parameter. The experiments also show conclusively that it is not
possible to produce spin-orbit excited thallium efficiently
by 266 nm photodiasociation of TIBr, contrary to indications
from absorption spectroscopy.
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Chapter 5
Photofragmentation
of Thallium Halides
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Photofragmentation
of Thallium Halides
Extensive photofragaentation studies of three thallium halides Til, TIBr and
T1C1 are presented. At several wavelengths, in the near ultraviolet region time of
flight spectra and angular distributions of photofragiients are measured. They can be
interpreted as arising from transitions to excited state of different total electronic
angular momentum Q. It is found that the B state, which correlates with ground state
fragments, and the C state, which correlates in the diabatic U n i t with spin orbit
excited thallium and ground state halogen, give rise to pure perpendicular transitions. This lieans that these states can be assigned as £2 = 1 states. Curve crossings
are observed involving the C state and other fl= 1 states which correlate with the
two lowest dissociation channels.
The continuum at shorter wavelengths is found to consists of two contributions.
Besides excitation to a state of strong ionic character also transitions to a state
of iJ=l symmetry dissociating into Tl

P, + X are of importance. At the shortest wave2

length used, 193 nm, the formation of thallium in its first Rydberg state 7 S, becomes energetically possible for Til. As this proces has implications for photodissociation lasers, the experiments *t this wavelength have been extended to the homologous

system Inl. It is found that the quantum yield for the production of the

metal in the

S, state is 0.53 for Til and 0.25 for Inl. A model involving curve

crossing is proposed which can account for this result.
In the same experiments bond strengths for the thallium halides and for indium
iodide have been determined. The results are for Til D =2.78 «V, for TIBr D =3.36
o
o
eV, for T1C1 D =3.82 eV and for Inl D =3.29 eV. The uncertainties are 0.02 eV".
'
o
o

1.

INTRODUCTION
There bas been a broad interest in the spectroscopy

of thallium halides. Early spectroscopie studies have been performed by Howell and Coulson [13 and by Butkow [2] who worked
mainly on the identification of the absorption continua, and by
Rao [3] who investigated the band structure arising from transitions to the A

II + state.
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The ultraviolet absorption cross sections for the thalliun halides as
measured by Davidovits and Bellisio. For the sake of clarity the wavelength scale has been adapted for TIBr and T1C1 in such a way that the
corresponding absorption continue are situated above each other.

- 103 The ultraviolet absorption cross sections have been
measured by Davidovits and Bellisio [4]. The conformity of the
spectra for the various halides is striking as can be seen
from figure 1. The potential energy curves belonging to the
states involved and given by previous authors [1,4,5] are schematically indicated in figure 2. On the long wavelength side
the spectrum starts with a banded structure which arises from
transitions to the bound A

II . state. This structure is fol-

lowed, in Til partly overlapped, by a continuum normally referred to as the B continuum. This absorption is due to a
repulsive state. In T1C1 it has been assigned as
The A

H

[l].

JI + can dissociate by predissociation due to curve cros-

sing with the B state [5j. The next absorption peak C is due
to transitions to a repulsive

II state Cl]. It is followed by

a flat continuum, hereafter referred to as D, which may arise
from transitions to a state of strong ionic character [6].
When energetically possible ion pair formation is observed
[6,7,8] and at the highest energies, approximately at 200 nm,
the production of thallium in its first Rydberg state is energetically allowed [9]. This is not indicated in figure 1 as the
absorption cross sections in this region have not been measured. The state to which this excitation takes place will be
referred to as E.
In the diabatic limit these absorption continua lead
to the following pairs of atoms as can be seen from figure 2.
The A

n n + state correlates with Tl

P, + X P,, ground state
*
*
3
thallium and spin-orbit excited halogen (Tl + X ) [5]. The B IL
state relates to two ground state fragments. The C II state
2
2
correlates with Tl P o / O and X P o / O , spin-orbit excited thallium
0/A

if &

and ground state halogen (Tl*+ X) [4]. The D state dissociates
in the diabatic limit, if the available energy is enough, into
+ 1
1
2
n
ions Tl
S and X
S . The E state correlates with Tl S, and
o
P
3/2'

°

°

J
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Scheaatic potential energy diagram for the thallium halides adapted
from ref. [1,4,5]. The excited states known from absorption spectroscopy are indicated by the characters A, B, C, D and E. The meaning of
these characters is described in the text. The open circles represent
potential curve crossings of excited states of the saae species whereas
the open square indicates the rotational coupling by which the A
can predissociate. T 1 = T 1
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- 105 However, the products that may be expected on basis
of the available energy are not always formed, due to curve
crossings. The knowledge of the processes which take place is
not only of fundamental interest but also of importance for
more practical applications such as the development of Raman
up-converters [10] and photodissociation lasers [11]. For the
former application large densities of spin-orbit excited atoms
are required. For this purpose a test of the diabatic correlation scheme was performed by White and Zdasiuk [10], who aeasu*
red the branching ratio for the formation of Tl /Tl for TIBr
at 266 nm, corresponding to excitation in the C continuum. They
found only 1% of the thallium atoms to be spin-orbit excited.
They suggest that strong interactions between the C state and
the ionic state are responsible for the reduced yield of
T1

2p

3/2'
Til and Inl photodissociation lasers, pumped by the

ArF laser (193 nm), have been developed by Ehrlich, Maya and
Osgood [12] and by Burnham [13]. Fluorescence measurements of
Maya [9] showed that in that wavelength region the quantum
efficiency for production of the metal in the radiative state
o
( Si) is only 0.42 for Til and 0.20 for Inl. For the optimal
modelling of these lasers it is of importance to know the dissociation channels of the remaining fractions.
Photofragment studies, which combine time of flight
measurements and angular distributions are a powerful tool for
obtaining both the symmetry of the excited state to which excitation takes place and the channels to which dissociation
takes place.
Previous photofragmentation experiments have been
performed for Til by Kawasaki, Litvak and Bersohn at 380 and
310 nm [14] and by Sinha, Su and Riley at 266 nm [15]. The
wavelengths 380 and 310 nm correspond to excitation to the A
state and the C state respectively. By excitation to the

- 106 A state, energetically only ground state fragments can be formed and the angular distribution shows transitions of mixed
parallel and perpendicular character, explained as due to overlap of the B continuum with the A brands. From the time of flight
spectrum

it was found that excitation to the C state gives dis-

sociation into either Tl + 1 or T l + I . These channels cannot
be distinguished in a time of flight experiment because of the
near coincidence of the energy levels. The angular distribution
shows transitions of predominantly perpendicular character,
leading the investigators to the assumption that the C state has
fi= 1 symmetry. The experiments of Sinha, Su and Riley at 266 nm
correspond to excitation to the D state. Dissociation is found
to take place into Tl + I or T l + I

or a mixture of these and

the angular distribution, shows transitions of predominantly
parallel character.
In view of the fundamental as well as the practical
interest it is of importance to have more detailed information
about the processes that occur in dissociation. We therefore
performed extensive photofragmentation experiments on three
thallium halides at several wavelenths corresponding to excitation to the various excited state. The measurements on the different thallium halides allow us to test the consistency of the
observed phenomena.
It will be shown that the experimentally obtained
results lead to a better understanding of the fundamental processes that occur in the dissociation of thallium halides.

2.

PRINCIPLE OF THE EXPERIMENT
The photofragmentation technique is based on the

measurement of angular and velocity distributions of photofragments and was originally developed by Busch and Wilson [16].

- 107 For a diatomic molecule there are two types of allowed transitions. The change in the z-component of the total electronic
angular momentum ft either has to be 0 or _+l. For transitions
with Aft=0 the transition dipole moment y
internuclear axis and for Afl=j:l

if parallel to the

it is perpendicular. The pro-

bability for absorption of linearly polarized light is proportional to | < y

. ë> | where £ is the electric vector of the

light. This leads to spatial distributions of photofragments
yielding information about the type of optical transition. The
angular distribution may be written as [17,18]

1(6) = a Q { 1 + 2 3 P 2 (6) }

(1)

where 3 is the anisotropy parameter that uniquely determines
the shape of the distribution.

p

2(9)

is the second Legendre

polynomial. In the case of transitions mixed parallel and perpendicular character the experimentally observed angular distribution is a weighted sum of the individual angular distributions.
If one assumes direct dissociation the parallel fraction Qn of
the transition is given by [19]

where 3' is the experimentally obtained anisotropy parameter,
corrected for the velocity spread in the parent beam and the
rotation of the molecule [20,21]. It should be noted that this
correction is of importance in the case of low excess energies.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The experimental set-up which is extensively des-

cribed elsewhere [22] was slightly modified. The molecular bean
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Time of flight spectrum of Br atoms fro» pbotodiaaociation of TIBr at
332,5 nm corresponding to excitation to the B state. Dissociation take»
place into ground state atoms. Fro» the flight time of the fragment*
the bond energy can be calculated to be 3.36+0.02 eV.

FIGURE 3b

The angular distribution of Br atoms from TIBr at 332,5 nm. Open circles
are the experimental data points and the solid line is a least squares
fit of the theoretical for» 1(8) = 1 + 2p P_(6-6 ) . The fit yields 6 =
22° and 6= -0.40.
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Tiae of flight spectrum of Cl atoms from photodiasociation of T1C1 at
308 nm corresponding to excitation to the B state. With the assumption
that dissociation takes place to ground state fragments the bond energy
of T1C1 is calculated to the 3.82 + 0.02 eV.

FIGURE 4b

Angular distribution of Cl atoms fro» T1C1 at 308 nm. The open circles
are noraalized data points whereas the solid line is a least squares fit
of the form 1(6} = 1 + 26 P 2 <6-6 O >- The fit yields 8 O = 1 5 ° and £=-0.32.

- 109 source for volatile targets was replaced by a copper furnace,
with an orifice of 1 mm. The normal operating temperature was
690 K for all thallium halides. The beam was monitored with a
Re hot wire detector and trapped on a liquid air trap. The molecular beam was crossed at right angles by polarized light from
a pulsed laser. For the experiments at the wavelengths 193, 248
and 308 nm a rare gas balide laser ^as used and for

he other

experiments we applied a flashlamp pumped frequency-doubled
dye laser.
Halogen atoms from the dissociation process were
detected perpendicularly to the plane through the molecular and
the laser beam by a quadrupole mass spectrometer as a function
of time after each laser shot. The flightpath was 100 mm in all
experiments.
For the measurement of angular distributions the output from the rare gas halide laser was polarized by passing the
light through a "stack polarizer" consisting of 10 parallel
plates of spectrosil with their normal at 60

to the incoming

light beam yielding a degree of polarization of 97%, 98% and
99% at 308, 248 and 193 nm respectively [23]. This was checked
with an analyzer of the same type. The polarization vector of
the light was rotated by means of a polarization rotator consisting of two back to back Fresnel rhombs. At 193 nm a zero
order halfwave plate was used.

4.

RESULTS

4.1.

The B continuum
Experiments on the B continuum were performed for

TIBr and T1C1. For the experiment on TIFr light of 332.5 nm
from the dye laser was used. From the time of flight spectrum
of Br atoms which is shown in figure 3a it is found that dis-
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Time of flight spectrum of I atoms froa photodissociation of Til at
306 nm corresponding to excitation to the C state. Froa the flight time
it is calculated that diaaociation takes place into T1+ I or Tl + 1.

FIGURE 5b

Angular distributions of I atoms from Til at 308 nm and 300 nm. The
open circela are normalized data point* tor 308 nm. The aolid squares
are the normalized data points for 300 nm. The solid and dashed lines
are leaat squares fits of the theoretical form I { 8 ) = 1 + 2 B
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For the experiment at 308 am the fit yields 6 o = 3 5 ° and 6=-0.32. For
the experiment at 300 nm the fit yields BQ= 24° and 6=-0.15.
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Time of flight spectrum of Br atoms from photodiaaociatlon of TIBr at
269 nm, corresponding to excitation to the C state. Two diatinct peaks
are preaent. The faster Br atoms arise from dissociation into Tl + Br
whereas the slower Br atoms originate from dissociation into Tl + Br.
The solid line is drawn as a visual aid.

FIGURE <b

Angular distributions of Br atoms from TIBr at 269 nm. The open circles
are due to dissociation into Tl+ Br whereas the solid squares correspond to dissociation into Tl + Br. The solid and dashed line are least
squares fits to the normalized experimental data of the theoretical
form 1(6) = 14-2$ P 2 (6- S o ) . For Br atoms from the dissociation into
Tl + Br the fit yields 6 Q = 18° and 6=-0.38. For the Br atoms from the
dissociation into Tl + Br the fit yields 8 o = « ° and B=-0.28.

- Ill sociation takes place to ground state fragments. The angular
distribution shown in figure 3b, is very anisotropic and corresponds after correction for molecular rotation to a transition
of pure perpendicular character.
The same experiment was carried out for T1C1 at
308 nm. From the time of flight spectrum of Cl fragments, shown
in figure 4a, it can not be determined unambiguously whether
dissociation takes place into Tl+ Cl or Tl+ Cl , as the difference between the channels is only .11 eV. From the width of the
time of flight peak it is found that the spread in the relative
energy of the fragments is .08 eV. This indicates that only
one of the possible channels is formed. The dissociation energy
which is derived for the observed process equals 3.82 eV. Because of the excellent agreement with an earlier determination
of the dissociation energy by Berkowitz and Walter [8] and the
analogy with TIBr we conclude that in this case dissociation
takes place into ground state atoms. As in the case of TIBr
the angular distribution, shown in figure 4b, is clearly anisotropic and shows a pure perpendicular transition.

4.2.

The C continuum
In the wavelength region covered by the C continuum

experiments were carried out for Til, TIBr and T1C1. For Til
photofragment studies were performed at 300 nm and 308 nm. From
the time of flight spectrum shown in fig. 5a it can be concluded that at both wavelengths dissociation takes place into

T1

or a mixture of these. These channels cannot be distinguished
because of the small energy difference between the levels
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Time of flight distribution of Br atoms from photodissociation of TIBr
at 266 na. Tbe three peaks correspond to the following dissociation
channels: Tl + Br, Tl + Br

and Tl + Br. The solid line is drawn as a

visual aid.

FIGURE 7b

insular distribution of Br atoms from TIBr at 266 nm. These Br atoms
are due to dissociation into Tl + Br . The open circles represent the
normalized experimental data point whereas the solid line is a least
squares fit of the theoretical form 1(6) =

26
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The

flt

yields 6 O = 14° and 8=-0.26.

TABLE I

Wavelength
[nm]

Tl + Br

Tl + Br

269
268

16
15

77
73

7
12

267

16

69

15

266

16

65

19

265

25
27

57

18

50

23

264

TABLE I

Tl + Br

Branching fractions for dissociation channels from photodissociation of
TIBr after excitation to the C state. Integration has been performed
including corrections for the angular distribution and the 1/v detection
efficiency of the electron bombardment ionizer.

180

0.023 eV). At 308 nm the angular distribution of I atoms shown
in fig. 5b exhibits a distinct anisotropic distribution corresponding to a pure perpendicular transition. In the angular distribution at 300 nm also shown in fig. 5b the anisotropy is reduced. In this case there is 19% parallel contribution in the
transition strength.
For TIBr time of flight spectra combined with angular distributions were measured for the wavelengths 269 and
266 nm. Additional time of flight measurements were performed
in the range 269 to 264 nm. From the time of flight spectrum
of Br atoms at 269 nm, shown in fig. 6a, two peaks corresponding
to dissociation in Tl + Br and Tl + Br

are observed. In fig. 6b

the angular distribution of the slow Br atoms arising from dis*
sociation in Tl + B r , is shown. From the anisotropy it is found
that the transition is purely perpendicular. The faster Br atoms
*
originate from dissociation in Tl + Br . The angular distribution
of these photofragments is also given in fig. 6b. Here too it
is found from the angular dependence that the transition to
which the excitation takes place is a pure perpendicular one.
In the time of flight spectrum of Br fragments at
266 nm which is shown in fig. 7a, an extra peak is observed.
This peak corresponds to shorter flight times than the peaks
corresponding to dissociation in T.1 + Br and Tl + Br

and is due

to dissociation into ground state fragments. As the signal is
small it was not possible to measure the angular distribution.
Because it was suspected that curve crossing phenomena play an
important role in the dissociation process, branching fractions
for the dissociation in the various channels were measured in
the region from 269 to 264 nm with 1 nm interval. In table I
the individual contributions of the dissociation channels are
given as a function of wavelength.
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Time of flight spectrum of Cl atoirs frou photodissociation of T1C1 at
248 uu, corresponding to excitation to the C state. The slower Cl ato«s
are due to dissociation into Tl + C 1 . The faster Cl atons correspond to
dissociation into Tl + Cl or Tl + Cl*.

FIGURE 8b

Angular distributions of Cl atoms froa T1C1 at 248 na. The open circles
are normalized experimental data for the Cl atoms arising from dissociation into Tl + Cl or Tl + Cl . The squares represent Cl atoms from the
dissociation channel 71 + C 1 . The solid and dashed line are least
squares fits of the theoretical form 1(9) = 1 + 2 6 P 2 <6-

9

)• Fo>" the

faster Cl atoms no anisotropy is found, whereas for the slow Cl atoms
the fit yields 8 - 15

and 6= -0.29. The branching ratio for the produc-

tion of T1/T1* = 0.41.
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Time of flight spectrum of Br atoms from photodissociation from TIBr at
248 nm corresponding to excitation to the D state. Two dissociation
channels are observed. The faster Br atoms are due to the dissociation
channel Tl+ Br

whereas the slower Br atoms correspond to dissociation

into Tl + Br. The solid line is drawn as a visual aid.
FIGURE 9b

Angular distributions of Br atoms from TIBr at 248 nm. The o sen circles
represent the experimental normalized data for the Br atoms that arise
from the dissociation channel Tl+ Br . The solid squares are the Br
atoms that are due to dissociation into Tl* + Br. The solid and dashed
line represent the least squares fits of the theoretical form
1(8) = 1 + 2 6

P

2(6-9O).

For the faster Br atoms the fit yields 6 = 1 1 °

and 6=0.60, whereas for the slower Br atoms the fit yields 8 = 1 4 °
o
and 6=0.57. The branching ratio for the formation of Tl/Tl =0.49.

- 115 The photofragmentation experiment on the C continuum
of T1C1 was performed at 248 nm. In the time of flight spectrum
of the Cl atoms which is shown in fig. 8a, two peaks are obser*
ved. The slow fragments correspond to the formation of Tl + C l
whereas the fast atoms correspond to dissociation into T l + C l
or Tl+ Cl

or a mixture of these channels. These channels can-

not be distinguished by the time of flight technique as the excess energy is high and the energy difference is only 0.11 eV.
The angular distribution of the slow Cl atoms is highly anisotropic and correspond to a pure perpendicular transition. This
is shown in fig. 8b. The angular distribution of the fast Cl
atoms, also shown in fig. 8b, exhibits no anisotropy. From equation (2) it is easily deduced that in this case the parallel
contribution is 33%.

4.3.

The D continuum
In the flat continuum which follows the C continuum

measurements were performed for Til and TIBr at 248 nm and for
T1C1 at 193 nm. In the time of flight spectrum of Br atoms from
TIBr which is shown in figure 9a two peaks are observed. The
faster Br atoms originate from dissociation into T l + Br

and

the slower Br atoms correspond to dissociation into Tl* + Br.
The angular distribution of the fast Br atoms, shown in figure
9b exhibits a strong anisotropic behaviour. The anisotropy
corresponds to a transition strengths which has 81% parallel
character. The angular distribution of the slow Br atoms which
is also shown in fig. 9b, shows the same kind of anisotropic
behaviour and in this case the transition strength has also
81% parallel character. The branching ratio for the two dissociation channels is
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Time of flight spectrum of I atoms from photodissociation of Til at
248 nm. From the flight time it is calculated that dissociation takes
place into Tl + I or Tl+ I . The difference in dissociation energy for
these levels is too small to be distinguished by the time of flight
method.

FIGURE 10b

Angular distribution of I atoms from photodissociation of Til at 248 run
The open circles represent normalized data points. The solid line is a
least squares fit of the theoretical form I(8)=l + 2t! P 2 ( 3 - c o ) . The
fit yields 9 o = 15° and 8= -0.19.
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Time of flight spectrum of Cl atoms from photodissociation of T1C1 at
193 nm corresponding to excitation to the D state. From the flight time
*
*
*
it is deduced that dissociation takes place into Tl + Cl or Tl + Cl .
The solid line is drawn as a visual aid.

FIGURE lib

Angular distribution of Cl atoms from T1C1 at 193 nm. The open circles
represent normalized data. The solid line is a least squares fit to the
data of the form I(6> =
c= 0.36.

26 P„(9-8 ) . The fit yields 6 = 5 °° and
&
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a (Tl + Br*)
a (Tlx + Br)
o

=

°- 49 "

From the time of flight spectrum of I atoms of Til,
which is shown in figure 10a, it is found that at this wavelength dissociation takes place into T l + I

or Tl + I or a

mixture of these channels. The angular distribution of I atoms,
which is shown in figure 10b, also exhibits an anisotropic distribution. However, in this case the transition strength has
predominantly perpendicular character. The parallel contribution
is only 19%.
The time of flight spectrum of Cl atoms from photodissociation of T1C1 at 193 nm is shown in figure lla. The velocity of the recoiling Cl atoms corresponds to dissociation into
Tl + Cl or Tl + Cl

or a mixture of these states. From the angu-

lar distribution of the Cl fragments which is shown in fig. lib
it is seen that the distribution is distinctly anisotropic. The
anisotropy corresponds to a transition strength which has 60%
parallel character.

4.4.

The E continuum
The wavelength region where dissociation in thallium
2

in the radiative

S, state and ground state halogen is energe-

tically possible, was investigated for Til using the ArF laser
(193 n m ) . At this wavelength ion pair formation is energetically possible. From measurements by Berkowitz and Chupka [7] it
has been shown that ion-pair production does not play an important role at 193 nm. Therefore only the signal of neutral fragments was measured and ions that were formed, due to the dissociation into ions and photoionization of Tl atoms, were deflected by deflection plates before entering the detector. As the
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Tine of flight spectrum of I atoms from photodissociation of Til at
193 nm, corresponding to excitation to the E state. Two peaks are observed. The faster I atoms are due to dissociation into Tl + I whereas the
2
slower I atoms are due to dissociation into Tl S, + 1. From the time of
flight spectrum it was calculated that the bond energy of Til is
2.78 + 0.02 eV. The solid line is drawn as a visual aid.

FIGURE 12b

Angular distributions of I atoms from Tl] at 193 nm. The open circles
are data for the dissociation channel Tl + 1 whereas the solid squares
2
S. + 1. The solid and the

represent I atoms from dissociation into Tl

dashed line are least squares fits to the data of the form 1(6)=
1 + 26 P„(6-6 ) . For the dissociation channel Tl + I , the fit yields
8 = 1 2 ° and 8=0.75. For the dissociation channel Tl
o
yields 9 =31° and 6=0.68.
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Time of flight spectrum of In atoms from photodissociation of InI at
193 nm. Two peaks are observed. The faster In atoms correspond to disso*
*
ciation into In + I , the slower In atoms arise from dissociation into
2
In S,+ I. The solid line is drawn as a visual aid. From the time of
flight it is calculated that the bond energy of Inl = 3.29 + 0.02 eV.

FIGURE 13b

Angular distributions of In atoms from photodissociation of Inl at
193 nm. The open circles represent the data for the dissociation channel
In + I whereas the solid squares are due to dissociation into
o
In Sf + 1. The solid and the dashed line are least squares fits to the
data of the form 1(6) = 1 + 28 P,(6- 8 ) . For the faster In atoms the
fit yields e =10° and 6=0.68. For ;he slower atoms the fit yields
6 = 39° and f$= 0.28.
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experiments may have implications for the modelling of photodissociation lasers the study was extended to the isoelectronic
system Inl.
In the time of flight spectrum of I atoms from the
photodissociation of Til shown in fig. 12a, two peaks are ob*
*
served. The faster I atoms are due to dissociation in Tl + I ,
whereas the slower I atoms correspond to dissociation into
o
Tl Si-i I. The angular distributions of both the fast and slow
I atoms shown in figure 12b, exhibit a distinct anisotropic
behaviour. The parallel contribution in the transition that
*
*
leads to dissociation into Tl + I is 86% whereas the parallel
contribution in the transition that leads to the formation of
o
Tl S, + I is 100%. The branching ratio for the channels that
lead to the radiative thallium and the spin-orbit excited
thallium is
*

*
= 0.88.

a (Tl + I )

a (Tl 2 Sj + I)
O
*
In the time of flight spectrum of In atoms from Inl,
shown in figure 13a, also two peaks are observed that obey the
same dissociation dynamics. The faster In atoms are due to dissociation In + I whereas the slower In atoms arise from disso2
ciation into In Si + I. The angular distribution of both fast
and slow In atoms are shown in figure 13b. From the distributions it is found that the parallel contribution of the transition strength that leads to the formation of In + 1
2
whereas for dissociation into In

is 82%

Sj + I the parallel contribu-

tion approaches unity. The branching ratio for the two different dissociation channels is
9
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2
P
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TABLE II
Wavelength
f.nm]

Species

Photoionization
leV !

NBS
ref. data
i eVj

Photofragjnentation
[eVi
3.82

308

Tl + Cl

3.82

?.78

332.5

Tl + Br

3.42

3.38

3.36

2.73

2.91

2.78

3.52

3.29

uncertainty

0.02

<0.07>

reference

17,81

T1C1
TIBr

TABLE II

Products

2

Til

193

Tl

Inl

193

In 2 S , + I

S,+ I

!30l

0.02
this work

Bond strengt)]s for thallium halides and indium iodide and the processi
from which they are determined compared with previous data obtained by
photoionization [7,8] and the reference data of the NBS [30].

TABLE III

Continuum

B

C

Species

TIBr

332.5

Tl+Br

308

Tl+Cl

1

1

Anisotropy
factor g

Transition
type

-0.40

1

-0.32

i

308

T1+I*,T1*+I

1

-0.32

300

T1+I*,T1*+I

1

-0.15

81^1 + 19%||

TIBr

269

1
1

TIBr

266

24S

248

Tl+Br*

0.77

-0.38

Tl*+Br

0.16

-0.28

Tl+Br

0.19

Tl+Br*

0.6S

Tl*+Br

0.16

Tl+Cl,Tl+Cl*

0.29

T1*+C1

0.71

-0.26

91%^ + 9%j|

with 1 nm interval

-0.29

67%1 + 33T,||

1

Tl+Br*

0.33

0.60

19%1 + 81%||

Tl*+Br

0.67

0.57

19%1 + 81%||

248

T1+I*,T1*+I

1

-0.19

81%1 + 19%||

193

T1*+C1,T1*+C1*

1

0.36

40U + 60ï,|;

Til

193

Tl* + I*

0.47

0.75

14%1 + 865||

Tl 2 S , + I

0.53

0.68

In*+I*

0.75

0.68

18%1 + 82^||

In 2 S , + I

0.2S

0.28

II

TABLE III

additional
time of flight

(264 - 269 nm)
0

Til

193

D (TlBr)=3.36 eV
o
D (T1C1)=3.82 eV
o

measurements

T1C1

Inl

Remarks

1

Til
Til

T1C1

E

Dissociation Branching
products
fractions

T1C1

TIBr

D

Wavelength
Lnm]

D O (T1I)=2.78 eV

II
D o flnl>=3.29 eV

Experimental r e s u l t s for photodissociation of thallium halides and i n dium iodide.
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Dissociation energies
As a second result of these experiments bond

strengths have been determined with an accuracy of 0.02 eV. The
method has been previously described [24], and is based on
matching a theoretical time of flight spectrum with an experimentally obtained spectrum. The results are tabulated together
with previously obtained results in table II. The values are
generally in fair agreement with the ones earlier obtained by
other investigators.

5.

COUPLING SCHEME

The thallium halide molecule is built up from two
2
P atoms which in terms of Hund's case a lead to
1
1

O

i ° r

•

1
x

/ov\

O

»°v

IQ

,

1>3
±

E
>°

< 2 X ) , 1'3A

or in terms of J-J coupling.

Tl 2 P j + X

2

P3/2

2, 1, 1, 0 + , 0~

Tl 2 P ^ + X 2 P ,

1, 0 + , 0"

Tl 2 P 3 / 2 + X

3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0 + , 0 + , 0", 0"

2

X

2

P3/2

\

2

' *• X' 0+' °~

where all angular momentum vectors different from zero are
doubly degenerate yielding a total of 36 states £25]. The ionic
state formed by T l +

S and I~
o

S

can only be
o

1 +

I.
o
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DISCUSSION

6.1.

The B continuum
As can be seen from table III, in which a survey is

given of the experimental results, the angular distributions
obtained in the measurements on the B continuum of TIBr and T1C1
lead to the conclusion that transitions from the ground state
to the B state are of the perpendicular type. This allows us to
assign the B state for TIBr and T1C1 as an fi= 1 state in agreement with a previous assignment of this state in T1C1 by Howell
and Coulson [l]. Furthermore it has been shown by means of the
time of flight spectrum that dissociation takes place into
ground state fragments.

6.2.

The C continuum

Excitation to the C state, which correlates in the
*
diabatic limit with Tl + X , is found to yield different pairs
of atoms. On the long wavelength side of the C continuum the
angular distribution of photofragments corresponds to a transition of a pure perpendicular character. This is in agreement
with a previous assumption of Kawasaki et al. That this state
should have a total electronic angular momentum £1=1 [14], At
shorter wavelengths, however, some amount of parallel character is found in the angular distributions of fragments arising
from dissociation into ground state thallium and excited halogen. According to Kawasaki et al. this is due to excitation to
an O

state which has a somewhat higher energy than the
The only 0

II state.

state that correlates with ground state

thallium and excited halogen is the A

II + which absorbs at

longer wavelengths. From the coupling scheme it can be seen
that the 0 + state to which the excitation takes place does not

- 123 correlate with the observed dissociation products. This implies
that curve crossing phenomena have to be taken into account in
order to explain the parallel contribution in the formation of
Tl + X . It can be shown that in the case of thermal rotational
energies transitions caused by rotational coupling are negligible [26]. We therfore have to assume radial coupling which
implies that both interacting states are of the same species 0 .
The most probable candidate for such interactions is the ionic
potential which has

I + symmetry.

Earlier measurements on TIBr at 266 nm by White and
Zdasiuk [10] showed that instead of the expected 100% only 1%
of the thallium atoms formed in the dissociation is spin-orbit
excited. This result was believed to be due to interaction between the C state and the ionic state. However, from the angular distribution of photofragments in the present experiment
it is found that the C state has £2=1 symmetry. This implies
that interactions with the ionic state which has fl= 0 + symmetry
would have to be caused by rotational coupling. As this may be
neglected under the experimental circumstances it seems reaso2
nable that the formation of ground state Tl P, is due to potential curve crossing with fi= 1 states that correlate with T l + Br
and T 1 + Br.
In model calculations using the Landau-Zener theory
we were able to fit the experimental results from the time of
flight spectra in the range from 264 to 268 nm with a potential
model that consists of two potential crossings £27], see fig.14.
In this model the C state is crossed by a steep potential of
fi= 1 symmetry correlating with ground state fragments. This potential is crossed at a lower energy by a fi= 1 state that correlates with Tl+ Br . From these calculations we obtain two
coupling matrix elements of about equal strength, ca 30 meV.
There is only one R = 1 state correlating with Tin
as can be seen from the coupling scheme. There are 2 states
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FIGURE 14

Schematic dimgraa of the relevant potentiaj. curvea correlated with SJ= 1
states, explaining the photodiaaodation of TIBr via excitation to the
C state. I and II indicate curve crosaing.

- 125 with fi= 1 symmetry correlating with ground state atoms Tl + Br.
One state has been discussed in the paragraph about the B continuum and was known already. Both Q= 1 states necessary to explain the experiments on the C continuum, were not reported
before.

6.3.

The D continuum
From our experiments on the "D" continuum it appears

that this continuum, contrary to expectation [6], does not arise
from transitions to a single excited state. The experiment on
TIBr at 248 nm shows a transition of mixed character: 81% parallel and 19% perpendicular. This is in agreement with the
findings of Sinha, Su and Riley who performed a photofragmentation study on Til at 266 nm. This wavelength corresponds energetically with our experiment on TIBr. They explain the perpendicular contribution which in their case is 32%, to arise from
the high energy tail of the C continuum. According to them excitation to the D state is a pure parallel transition. Our experiments at shorter wavelengths show transitions to the D state
of strong perpendicular character as is seen from the angular
distribution of fragments from Til at 248 nm. At shorter wavelengths (A= 193 nm) the angular distribution of photofragments
from T1C1 again shows a transition strength of mixed parallel
and perpendicular character of about equal weight. This indicates that at higher energies the D continuum is overlapped by
a continuum arising from transitions to a state of fl= 1 symmetry.
In the experiments on Til at 248 nm dissociation is
found to take place into Tl + I

or Tl* + I or a mixture of these.

T1C1 at 193 nm dissociates in Tl* + Cl or Tl* + Cl* or a mixture
of these. If it is assumed that the fl= 1 state is the same for
T1C1 and Til then the combination of the data leads to the con-
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FIGURE 15

Proposed potential energy diagram for the excited state of 0* syaaetry
explaining the photodissociation of thalliua and indlua iodine via excitation to the E state. The 0

state to which excitation takes place

at 193 na, correlates in the diabatic liait with H 2 S , + I 2 P 3 / 2 At greater internuclear distance this potential energy curve is crossed by a state of 0 + syauetry correlating with H

Po/„+I

Pi.

- 127 elusion that the state which is responsible for the perpendicular contribution correlates with Tl + X .
An ambiguity remains in the photodissociation of
TIBr at 248 nm. Here two dissociation channels are observed,
Tl + Br and Tl+ Br , the fragments of which show the same
angular distribution. If we assume that dissociation is direct
then part of the transition strength must be to a Q- 1 state
correlating with Tl+ Br

in order to account for the perpendi-

cular contribution of 19% in the angular distribution of these
fragments. The only fl= 1 state correlating with T l + Br

has

been determined in the curve crossing experiments involving the
C state and is much lower in energy. Therefore we have to
assume that in this case dissociation is not direct. It is possible that the Q = 0 + excited state to which excitation takes
place exhibits some adiabatic character at the outer crossing
with the ionic potential. From Olson's equation [28] it is
derived that the coupling matrix element in this case is about
40 meV. This would mean that a fraction of the dissociating
molecules vibrates one or more times before dissociating. In
order to account for the loss of anisotropy in the angular distribution the average lifetime of the molecules in the excited
-13
state must be of the order of 2 . 10
sec [29], a time which
is not incompatible with a few vibrational periods.

6.4.

The E continuum
The experiments on Til and Inl at 193 nm are of im-

portance for photodissociation lasers. Indeed the energetics
of the absorption support the production of the metal in the
2
radiative S, state. However, from the time of flight spectrum
it is found that dissociation in two spin-orbit excited fragments takes place also. The angular distribution of the frag-

- 128 ments of both dissociation channels show the same angular behaviour. This may be an indication that both channels arise
from excitation to the same state and that the formation of the
two spin-orbit excited fragments is due to curve crossing. If
direct dissociation is assumed there is a small deviation of
the 100% parallel character in the angular distribution corresponding to dissociation into M + I .
If a potential model is assumed as given in fig. 15,
the experimental results can be explained in terms of a transition to one single 0

upper state. In this model the 0

state

to which the absorption takes place correlates with M S, +
2
I P o / O . This state is crossed at greater internuclear distance
'
+
*
*
by a repulsive 0

state that correlates with M + I . So mole-

cules dissociating in M + I

have low relative kinetic energy

in the first part of the dissociation trajectory and rotate
over a larger angle than in the case of a steep potential, leading to less anisotropy. From the fact that both channels are
observed we know.that the coupling matrix element must be of
intermediate coupling strength. We find 40 meV for Til and
20 aeV for Inl if we take AF arbitrarily as 1 eV/X.

6.5.

Raman up-eonverters
Thallium halide photodissociation has been consider-

ed as a potential candidate for stimulated Raman up-converters.
For these purposes large densities of spin-orbit excited atoms
are required. Previous experiments of White and Zdasiuk [10]
showed that only 1% of the thallium formed in the dissociation
at 266 nm is spin orbit excited. This value is substantially
lower than the value of 16% we found in the present experiment.
The reason for this discrepancy is not clear, however, both experiments have shown that TIBr photodissociation is not very

- 129 successful. Photofragmentation studies on Til [14,15] give no
unique answer as the energy difference with the nearest dissociation channel is too small to be distinguished with a time of
flight measurement. Our photofragment studies on T1C1 at 248 nm
(excitation in the C state), however, show that 71% of the thallium fragments are spin-orbit excited. This indicates that T1C1
photodissociation is a potential source for obtaining large densities of spin-orbit excited thallium.
If excited iodine is required Inl seems very promising. After excitation with light of 193 nm 75% of the iodine
atoms formed in the dissociation is spin-orbit excited. Furthermore an experiment that we performed on Inl with 248 nm shows
that at this wavelength 80% of the formed iodine atoms is spinorbit excited.

7.

SUMMARY
From our and previous results the spectrum of the

thallium halides can be interpreted by means of potential energy
curves given in fig. 16. The banded structure corresponds to
transitions from the ground state to the A ÏÏ+ state [3] correlating with Tl + X . The B continuum which partly overlaps the
banded structure in Til and which is responsible for the pre3
dissociation of the A J[ + state, is well resolved in TIBr and
Q

T1C1 and can be assigned as

17 correlating with ground state

fragment Tl + X. The C state previously assigned as

II [1] cor-

relates in the diabatic limit with Tl + X . It is crossed by a
state of fi= 1 symmetry correlating with ground state fragments.
This state in turn is crossed by a state of fl=l symmetry correlating with Tl + X . At higher energies absorption takes place to
the repulsive branch of the ionic state or to a state which is
strongly coupled to the ionic state.
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FIGURE 16

Schematic potential energy diagram for the thallium halides as derived
from previous sources and this work. The various excited states to
. which excitation takes place are indicated by the characters A, B, C, D
and E.
The interaction regions between states of 0 + symmetry are indicated by
open circles. The interactions between states of $2=1 symmetry are indicated by dots. The open square represents the angular coupling which
causes predissociation of the A

H. + .

- 131 Through interactions of the ionic state and the covalent D 0

+

state correlating with Tl + X and the A

II . correla-

ting with Tl + X , excited atoms can be formed. The adsorption
continuum due to'transitions to the ionic or D state is overlapped by a continuum arising from transitions to a state of
fi=l symmetry probably dissociating exclusively into Tl

+X.

At higher excitation energies ion pair formation is observed
[6,7,83 through one of the higher 0

states.

Beyond the region where ion pair formation takes
place, excitation occurs to a state of 0

symmetry which corre-

o / 2 - A t greater internuclear distance
+
* 2
this state is crossed by the 0 state correlating with Tl
P
* 2
and X
P,.
lates

8.

with Tl

S, and X

P

CONCLUSION
The photofragmentation technique has proven to be a

very powerful technique to decompose the absorption spectrum
for thallium halides into its individual contributions and to
determine the bond strengths of these molecules. Furthermore
we have pointed out that T1C1 and Inl are promising candidates
for the production of spin-orbit excited Tl and I atoms respectively on excitation with light of 248 nm. For the experiments
at 193 nm which are of importance for the MI photodissociation
laser we have proposed a mechanism that can not only account
for the low quantum efficiency for the production of M

S,
2

but also leads to the experimentally observed pairs of excited
atoms.
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Chapter 6

Photofragmentation
of Tin(ii) Chloride
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Photofragmentation
of Tin(n) Chloride
Photofragaent spectra of SnClg have been measured in a molecular bean experiment with polarized light at 248 nm and 193 nm. These energies correspond to excitation to the second excited or B state. The angular distributions of fragments with
respect to the polarization vector of the light lead to the conclusion that the process at 248 nm consists of a mixture of

A. ->- B

and

A

•*• B

transitions. The angu-

lar distribution at 193 nm can be explained with the assumption that dissociation
takes place by predissociation from a

B. state. These results are in qualitative

agreement with the generally accepted ordering of excited states as predicted from
extended Hiickel calculations. From the anisotropy parameter a bond angle of 122
derived for the

B

is

state of SnCl„. From the experiments at this wavelength it appears

that the resulting SnCl fragments are highly vibrationally excited.

1.

INTRODUCTION
The spectroscopy of small molecules is an area of re-

search which has been explored extensively since the thirties
with photoabsorption spectroscopy and in the last decade with
increasing success by the use of photofragment spectroscopy.
Many recent studies to understand simple metal halide
molecules have partially been motivated by their use in lasers
Cl], their probable use in high intensity discharge lamps [2]
and their ultraviolet filtering properties [3].
Bent molecules like SnCl o belong to the symmetry
group C

[4]. The elements of this group are: a) a twofold

rotational axis (C o (z)), in this case the line through the Sn
atom bisecting the Cl-Sn-Cl angle, b) a reflection symmetry in
the plane through the molecule a (yz), and c) a reflection sym-
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TABLE I

1

1

1

1

1

1

-1

-1

1

-1

-1

1

1

-1

1

-1

TABLE I. Character table for C 2 y syanetry.

a)

b)

c)

=90*

A,-*B

FIGURE 1

Scheaatic view of the SnCl. molecule and the possible directions of the
transition dipole noaent \s for the various allowed transitions. Ct indicates the angle between U and the C . B . recoil direction, c.a. Indicates
the center-of-aass.

- 137 metry in the plane which contains the rotation symmetry axis
C (z) and is perpendicular to the molecular plane:O (xz). The
0

V

irreducible representations are given in table I. They are called A., A , B and B . The molecular ground state of SnCl has
X

2

1

^

been identified as

A

A

[3]. There are three possible directions

of the transition dipole moment (see figure 1 ) . The transition
dipole moment can be directed: a) along the rotation axis, b)
in the Cl-Cl direction, and c) perpendicular to the molecular
plane. For transitions from the ground state these cases correspond to A '*"A1, A ~*"B
X

X

X

and A -+B

A

transitions respectively.

X X

The A ->A transition is forbidden for symmetry reasons. This
1
2
is valid for the symmetry of the total molecular wave function.
If we consider transitions between different spin states (singlet-triplet transitions) the theory becomes more complicated
Eé3. The spin part of the wave function has to be decomposed
into its symmetry species and multiplied with the orbital part.
For a singlet (S = 0) the symmetry species of the spin function
is A j . As A

is invariant under all elements of the symmetry

group, multiplication with any orbitax function yields the symmetry species of the orbital function itself. For the components
of a triplet (S = 1) the symmetry species are A

+B

+ B O . Multi-

plication with the orbital function yields the total symmetry,
e.g. B

yields B, , A

parts in a

and A, . This means that the effective

A ->3B_ transitions are A ->B
X

X

A

and A ->A
X

X

transiX

tions.
Most of the early spectroscopie investigations on
SnCl_ were concentrated on the identification of the absorption
bands. The ultraviolet absorption cross sections has been measured by Maya [3] and is displayed in figure 2. The different
energy levels of the fragmentation products are indicated in
figure 3. Samuel [5] suggested that an absorption at 448 nm
which is not indicated in the figure leads to dissociation of
the SnCl

dimer, according to (SnClo)„-*" SnCl,, + SnCl„. However,
£1

&

£,

&

&
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200

250

300

WAVELENGTH [nml
FIGURE 2

Absorption cross section for SnCl, in tbe near ultraviolet at a temperature of 607.5 K. Adapted from ref. [3]. The arrows indicate tbe wavelengths at which the present experiments are performed.

2

P

SnCUCI<2 J' 2
levels
Ha

:SnCl(B2I)
:SnCI(A2A)

4.0
3.0

iSnCKA'2!*)
2.0'
-B,(3B2)

.E
SnCI{X 2 %2)
SnCl(X,2Tt«2)
-1.0-2.0-3.0-40-

FIGURE 3

SnCI2

Schematic diagram of tbe energy levels of the SnCl 2 molecule and the
different SnCl-Cl dissociation channels mentioned in thia article. The
arrow indicate the excitation energies used in the experiments.
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ir> a chemiluminescence experiment Naegeli and Palmer [6] have
1
3
shown that this absorption is due to a A -*• B transition.
The absorption at 325 nm was identified by Hastie et al. [7] as
a

A -*• B

excitation and by Oldershaw [8] as leading to disso2
2
ciation into SnCl IL, +C1 P. The chlorine can be produced in
2
2
either the P
or the Pi state since the splitting is only
3/2
5
0.11 eV. Samuel [5] presumed that the absorption at 286 nm and
2
2
238 nm leads to dissociation into SnCl II, + Cl and SnCl II
+C1
2
3/2
respectively. It was noted by Maya [3] that the absorption at
200 nm is double headed and he suggests that this double headed
structure points to the occurrence of photodissociation which
2 +
leads to the SnCl A'
tion band of SnCl

I

states. Njeumin [9] observed an absorp-

at 185 nm with subsequent emission of fluor-

escence in two bands: the 380 - 350 nm and the 330 - 285 nm band.
He identified these as SnCl(A2A->X2II) and SnCl<B2E -*• X2II) transitions. From these data the dissociation energy D (SnCl+Cl)
was found to be 3.85 jf 0.1 eV. Using extended Hiickel calculations in which all electrons of the valence shells of the participating atoms are taken into account, Hastie Hauge and Margrave [7] have been able to predict the energetic ordering of
the excited states of the group IVA dichlorides to which SnCl q
2
also belongs. According to these calculations the ground state
is

A , the first excited state (A) has B

symmetry in agreement

with the chemiluminescence experiments of Naegeli and Palmer in
1
3
which the transition at 448 nm was interpreted as a A -»• B
transition and the identification of the absorption at 320 nm
as a

A •* B

by Hastie et al. [7]. The second excited state

(B) which is the subject of the present study is predicted to
have B

symmetry. In previous measurements attention has been

paid to the first excited state and to excited states which lead
to fluorescent products. Using photofragment spectroscopy in
which the kinetic energy and the angular distribution of the
fragments with respect to the polarization vector of the light

- 140 is measured it is possible to determine what happens in the
energy region in between. In our experiments we observe the recoiling fragments from the fragmentation of SnCl o at two wavelengths, 193 and 248 nm. We measure time of flight spectra and
angular distributions of the fragments. It will be shown that
the transition at 248 nm can be interpreted as a mixture of
1 3
1 1
A •* B and A •*• B transitions whereas at 193 nm the transi1 2
1 2
^
1
tion is completely due to a A "»" B transition in qualitative
1
2
agreement with the extended Hiickel calculations. The anisotropy
parameter of the angular distribution allows the determination
of the Cl-Sn-Cl angle in the excited state. The experimental
results can be interpreted with a contraction of the SnCl bond
during the dissociation process.

2.

PRINCIPLE OF THE EXPERIMENT
The photofragmentation technique is based upon the

measurement of velocity and angular distributions of photofragments. Velocity distributions of the formed fragments yield
information about the dissociation channels, dissociation energies and transfer of excess energy into rotational and vibrational energy of the fragments. The angular distributions are
indicative for the type of transition taking place. In a photofragment experiment the angular distribution of photofragments
in the center of mass is given by [10]

1(6) = a
o

{1 + 23 P„(6)}
&

(1)

where 1(6) is the intensity at center of mass angle 8, 3 is the
anisotropy parameter and P ? (6) is the second Legendre polynomial
in cos 6. In the laboratory frame the center of mass angle 6 is
replaced by 8j - 6

in which 6. is the angle between the polari-

- 141 zation of the light and the detector and 9

is the shift angle

due to the translational motion of the parent molecules. It can
be shown that the anisotropy parameter can be written as

(2)

where a is the angle between the transition dipole moment and
the recoil direction u and Y is the angle over which the molecule rotates after excitation due to parent molecule rotation
and the lifetime T of the excited state [11,12].

3.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The apparatus used for the experiments is extensive-

ly described elsewhere [133. Therefore only a brief description
will be given here. A molecular beam, a laser beam and a neutral particle detector are mutually perpendicular. The chambers
which contain the beam source, the interaction region and the
particle detector are pumped differentially. The SnCl

molecu-

lar beam originates from a stainless steel oven with an orifice
of 2 mm diameter operated at a temperature of about 600 K.
This temperature corresponds to a steady salt pressure of
200 Pa L14J. The laser beam originates from a pulsed rare gas
halide laser. The pulse duration is 20 nsec and the pulse energies are about 75 milli Joule for 193 nm (ArF) and 150 milli
Joule for 248 nm (KrF). The light is polarized by passing it
through a stack polarizer, consisting of 10 parallel plates of
suprasil quartz placed under Brewsters angle. The polarization
vector can be rotated by a polarization rotator consisting of
two back to back Fresnel rhombs for the light at 248 nm and by
a zero order half wave plate for 193 nm. Photofragments are detected perpendicularly to the plane through the molecular and
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PlüUKK '1

Time of

( l i g h t d i s t r i b u t i o n s for Cl, Sn and SnCI from the p h o t o d i s s o c i a -

t i o n oi SnCl„ at 248 nm.

1.5
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0

FIGURE 5

90
180
laboratory angle 6 t

Angular distributions for SnCI fragments from the photodissociatiop of
SnCI,, at 248 nm. The angular distribution is fit by the theoretical for»
1(8) = 1 +26 P 2 (0f_-6 O ). 0 Q is due to the translational motion of the
parent molecules. The fit yields 8 = 0 . 1 2 + 0.01 and 6 = 5 4 ° .

- 143 laser beam by a quadrupole mass spectrometer with an electron
bombardment ionizer after travelling over a flight path of 100
mm. Ions are counted as a function of time after each lasershot
by a multichannel sealer with 512 channels of 1.5 j-isec minimum
time width. The multichannel sealer is coupled to a PDP 11/70
by means of Camac and a display enables on-line observation of
the development of the experiment.

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1.

Time of flight spectra for 248 nm
For 248 nm (5.00 eV) time of flight spectra have been

recorded for the fragments Cl, SnCl and Sn. No signal is observed when the mass filter is tuned to the mass of Cl o . The time
of flight spectra are displayed in figure 4a,b,c. Both the Cl
and Sn spectrum exhibit two peaks indicating that at least two
processes occur at this wavelength. From figure 4b and 4c it is
seen that the slow Sn peak coincides with the SnCl peak. We
therefore believe the slow Sn peak to arise from dissociative
ionization of SnCl in the electron bombardment ionizer [15].
From momentum conservation it is derived that the SnCl fragments
and the slow Cl atoms originate from the same process. For this
fragmentation process we calculated the average fragment energies, from which a dissociation energy can be derived of
4.24 +_ 0.06 eV. This is in good agreement with an earlier suggestion of Samuel [5] that at this wavelength dissociation
2
2
takes place into SnCl II_._ + Cl P because the dissociation
2
'
2
energy SnCl ->SnCl
IL+ Cl P is 3.85 eV [9]. The difference
of 0.39 eV is close to the difference between the energy levels
of SnCl 2IL

and SnCl

2

IIO ._ of 0.29 eV [16].

The interpretation of the faster Cl and Sn atoms remains, however, uncertain. The experimental time of flight
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FIGURE 6

The anisotropy factor P 2 < a ) for the various allowed transitions as
function of the Cl-Sn-CI bond angle <i>. a is the angle between the transition dipole moment M. f and the recoil direction u and is calculated
for the A.-•B- transition as a = atan(mo /m c „, . ctg(i<|>)) and for the
X
^
on onuln
A -'•A

transition as a = atan(m_ „. /m_ .tg(è4>))- For the A, -*B

transi-

tion Ci = jTT for all 4>. T is the lifetime of the excited state. Infinite
lifetime means that the lifetime is long compared to a rotational
period.

- 145 spectra can be explained if we assume tbat the fragments arise
from photodissociation of SnCl fragments which are already moving towards the detector but are still in the laser field. So
what we observe here may be a two-photon two-step process.
Using this suggestion we derive a dissociation energy for the
SnCl of 3.65 + 0 . 0 6 eV in agreement with a value of 3.6 eV as
mentioned by Neujmin [9] for dissociation into two ground
state fragments.

4.2.

Angular distribution for 248 nm
The angular distribution of the photofragments from

the experiments at 248 nm are shown in figure 5. The SnCl distribution can be fitted with an anisotropy parameter of
0.12 j+ 0.01. In figure 6 we have given theoretical anisotropy
parameters that belong to the various possible transitions for
different Cl-Sn-Cl angles <K The possible processes that can be
described by one transition type are marked by hatchings. From
the comparison of the theoretical and experimentally observed
anisotropy parameter it is seen that the excitation at 248 nm
cannot be fitted with one type of transition: at this wavelength there must be at least two different excitation processes which is not inconsistent with the absorption profile as
can be seen from figure 2. One of these transitions must have
the symmetry A. -*B

as this is the only one yielding a positive

anisotropy parameter as observed experimentally. The other part
may be a mixture of A^-^B

and A ->A

These are the components of an

A, ->3B

transitions.
transition as shown in

the introduction. The singlet triplet transition has, however,
no component which corresponds to an A -*-B transition. There1
2
fore in order to fit tbs experimental result we have to con1
3
elude that besides the A -»• B the singlet-singlet transition
1
2
also contributes at this wavelength. The experiments at 193 nm
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Tiae of f l i g h t spectra for Cl and Sn atoms and SnCl fragmenta from the
photodissociation of SnCl2 at 193 nm.
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The fit yield" 6 = 0.21 + 0.01 and 6 = 0 .
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- 147 (next paragraph) show that the

B

state is long-lived. A cal-

culation of the individual contributions, performed in a similar way as for diatomic molecules (see chapter 2 ) , indicates
that the absorption at 248 nm is dominated by the

A. -*• B
1

A

transition. The singlet-singlet transition contributes about
3
85% if the B state is short-lived and 70% if it is long-lived.

4.3.

Time of flight spectra for 193 nm
For 193 nm (6.43 eV) time of flight spectra are mea-

sured for Cl, Sn and SnCl. These are shown in figure 7a,b and
c. The time of flight spectrum of the Sn atoms is the same as
for the molecular fragments. Therefore also in this case the Sn
signal very probably arises from dissociative ionization of
SnCl in the electron bombardment ionizer. From conservation of
momentum we can conclude that the SnCl and Cl fragments are
formed in the same fragmentation process.
It has been suggested by Maya that the state to which
absorption takes place at 193 nm relates in the diabatic limit
2 +
2 to SnCl A' £ + C1 P L3]. This however requires an energy of
D (SnCl+Cl) +AE(SnCl X2II - 2 £ + ) 3.9 + 2.4=6.3 eV which is not
o
consistent with the time of flight spectra in which we find
fragments with 1.7 eV kinetic energy instead of the expected
0.1 eV. The absorption cross section is large and strongly peaked, suggesting a bound-bound transition. Moreover the angular
distribution of photofragments at 193 nm can be fitted if we
assume that the state to which excitation takes place is longlived. We therefore infer that dissociation takes place by pre2
2
dissociation leading to SnCl II
+ Cl P. From the known
2
2
energy for dissociation into SnCl
H o + Cl P and the kine3/2
tic energy of the fragments we find that about 0.5 eV is transferred into internal energy of the fragments.

- 148 This is in agreement with the postulated predissociation as can be shown in the following way. The equilibrium distance of the SnCl A'

2 +

state is known to be 0.262 nm [16]. If

the excited complex hops to the potential surface of SnCl
2
2
II
+C1 P the equilibrium distance of the SnCl is suddenly
3/2
changed from a value of about 0.262 nm to 0.236 nm [16]. Regarding the SnCl fragment as a harmonic oscillator the vibrational
energy in the SnCl fragment can be calculated as 0.5 *k *
2
(r - r ) =0.42 eV where k is the spring constant of the SnCl
2 +
and r and r are the equilibrium distances of SnCl A' Z and
2
SnCl
II respectively.

4.4.

Angular distributions for 193 nm
The angular distributions for the photofragments Cl

and SnCl are displayed in figure 8a,b. Both distributions exhibit the same anisotropy parameter; $ =0.21 j* 0.01. For a longlived excited state the angular distribution can be fitted by a
single

A, •*• B
1
2

transition as can be seen from figure 6. From

the intersection of the theoretical anisotropy parameter for a
transition to a long-lived B

state (T =°°) and the experimen-

tally determined anisotropy parameter the Cl-Sn-Cl bond angle
is found to be 122 +_ 6 . The interpretation of this bond angle
is as follows.
In an optical transition the position of the nuclei
remains unchanged during the transition time. If the lifetime
of the excited state is short compared to a bending vibration,
the molecule cannot rearrange to the equilibrium configuration
of the excited state. Therefore the bond angle that would be
measured from such a short-lived excited state "mirrors" the
bond angle of the molecular ground state. If the excited state
is long-lived, as in the present case, there has been enough
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time for such a rearrangement. Hence the bond angle that is determined in the present experiment belongs to the

B

state.

CONCLUSION

5.

The results of the present study, in which the second
excited state (B) was investigated are qualitatively in agreement with the energetic order of excited states as calculated
by Hastie et al. The maxima in the absorption spectrum correspond to transitions to excited states with the symmetries predicted from the extended Hückel calculations. From a comparison
of figure 2 and 3 it follows that the absorptions at 320 nm,
245 nm and 200 nm can be interpreted as A -*• B , A -*• ' B
1 1
1
and A -*• B transitions. For the B state a bond angle of
122 + 6° is derived.
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Summary
This thesis deals with photodissociation of molecules.
In chapter 1 a quantum mechanical derivation is given of the angular distribution of photofragments with respect to the polarization vector of the light. Some special features such as resonent excitation, molecular rotation and the lifetime of the excited state are elucidated. In chapter 2 a description is given
of the apparatus used for the experiments on the alkali halides,
and of the data analysis. The photofragment studies of the alkali halides are presented in chapter 3. Here it is shown that
the total absorption cross section consists of two contributions
arising from transitions to excited states of total electronic
angular momentum 0.= 0

and f2= 1. From the inversion of the ab-

sorption continua potential energy curves of the excited states
can be constructed in the Franck-Condon region. It is found
that for all alkali halides the 0

state is higher in energy

than the £2=1 state.
The branching fractions of the various dissociation
channels that follow from excitation to the C state of TIBr are
determined as a function of wavelength and described in chapter
4. Contrary to an earlier suggestion by Davidovits and Bellisio
that all thallium atoms formed in the dissociation are spin orbit excited, we find that only 20% of the thallium atoms are in
the excited state. A model with two potential curve crossings
having intermediate coupling strength is proposed to account
for the varying branching fractions. In chapter 5 extensive
studies are reported on three thallium halides Til, TIBr and
T1C1 at various wavelengths covering the near ultraviolet region.
From the angular distributions we are able to confirm previous

- 151 suggestions for the assignment of the B and C state as 0,= 1
states. Moreover the absorption continuum arising from transitions to the D state is shown to be overlapped by a continuum
arising from transitions to an ft= 1 state. For the studies on
thallium and alkali halides it has been possible to determine
the dissociation energies with uncertainties as low as 0.010.02 eV. Finally in chapter 6 the photofragmentation of a triatomic molecule, SnCl , is described. As this molecule has a
bent structure transfer of excess energy into internal energy
of the remaining SnCl fragment becomes possible. A simple impulsive model is used to describe the experimentally observed energy transfer. Moreover in the experiment at 193 nm it was possible to derive the bond angle of the SnCl

molecule.

As a conclusion we may say that in this thesis a wide
variety of applications of photofragment spectroscopy is given
and that it has led to a better understanding of the physics of
dissociation processes.
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Samenvatting
Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift is de fotofragmentatie van moleculen. In hoofdstuk 1 wordt naast de quantum mechanische beschrijving van het dissociatie proces dat volgt op
de fotonabsorptie de afleiding van de hoekverdeling van de gevormde fragmenten ten opzichte van de polarisatie vector gegeven. Ook worden er enige speciale gevallen toegelicht zoals resonante excitatie, rotatie van het molecuul en de levensduur
van het aangeslagen niveau. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een beschrijving gegeven van het apparaat dat gebruikt wordt voor de experimenten aan de alkalihalogeniden en de daarbij benodigde data
analyse. De experimenten zelf worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 3.
Hieruit wordt duidelijk dat de totale doorsnede voor fotonabsorptie bij alkalihalogeniden uit twee bijdragen bestaat die
afkomstig zijn van overgangen naar aangeslagen toestanden met
totaal electronisch draai impuls moment Q=0

en fi = 1. Door in-

versie van de absorptie continua kunnen potentiële energiecurven voor de aangeslagen toestanden geconstrueerd worden in het
Franck-Condon gebied. Voor de bestudeerde alkalihalogeniden
heeft de 0

toestand een hogere energie dan de 1 toestand.

In hoofdstuk 4 worden de onderlinge intensiteits verhoudingen
voor de verschillende dissociatiekanalen als functie van de
golflengte bepaald die het gevolg zijn van aanslag naar de C
toestand van TlBr. In tegenstelling tot een suggestie van Davidovits en Bellisio, volgens welke alle thallium atomen die gevormd worden spin-baan aangeslagen moeten zijn, vinden we dat
slechts 20% van de thallium atomen in de aangeslagen toestand
verkeren. Er wordt een potentiaal model voorgesteld met twee
kruisingen van gemengd diabatisch en adiabatisch karakter om

- 153 de intensiteitsverhoudingen te verklaren. In hoofdstuk 5 worden
metingen beschreven aan drie thai liumhalogeniden T H , TIBr en
T1C1 over een breed golflengtegebied in het nabije ultraviolet.
De hoekverdelingen van de fragmenten geven uitsluitsel over de
symmetrie van de B en de C toestand. Uit de experimenten blijkt
dat het continuüm dat toegeschreven wordt aan overgangen naar
de D toestand wordt overlapt door een continuüm dat afkomstig
is van overgangen naar een fi= 1 toestand. Het is mogelijk gebleken om voor de thallium- en alkalihalogeniden de dissociatie energie te bepalen met een onzekerheid van 0.01 a 0.02 eV.
Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 6 de fotofragmentatie van een drieatomic molecuul, SnCl , beschreven. Door de gebogen structuur
van het SnCl

wordt het mogelijk continuüm energie om te zetten

in zowel rotatie als vibratie energie van het gevormde SnCl molecuul. Een eenvoudig impulsief model wordt gebruikt om de waargenomen energie-overdracht te beschrijven. In het experiment
bij 193 nm was het voorts mogelijk de bindingshoek van het SnCl
molecuul te bepalen.
We mogen stellen dat dit proefschrift een fraaie afspiegeling is van de rijke variatie aan toepassingen van fotofragmentatie spectroscopie en dat het een bijdrage levert tot
een beter begrip van de fysica van dissociatie processen.
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Nawoord
Aan het einde van dit proefschrift is het mij een genoegen eenieder te bedanken die op enigerlei wijze heeft bijgedragen tot de totstandkoming van dit boekje. In het bijzonder
gaat mijn waardering uit naar mijn promotoren Prof. Joop Los en
Dr. Dolf de Vries. Hun manier van werken, waarbij vooral persoonlijke interesse gestimuleerd wordt heb ik bijzonder geapprecieerd. Mijn coreferent Dr. Jörgen Hansen zeg ik dank voor
de nauwkeurige wijze waarop hij het manuscript heeft doorgewerkt en voor de vele kritische kanttekeningen die tot een verbetering van dit proefschrift hebben geleid. Prof. Jaap Kistemaker dank ik voor het feit dat hij mij in de gelegenheid heeft
gesteld op het FOM-Instituut werkzaam te zijn.
Het is voor mij bijzonder plezierig geweest vijf jaar
lang samen te werken met een voortreffelijk collega als Mattanjah de Vries. Onze discussies op zowel wetenschappelijk als
maatschappelijk terrein zijn voor mij van groot belang geweest.
Frank Jonker, Otto de Vries, Ton Haring en in een later stadium
Theun Balier waren direct betrokken bij de technische uitvoering
van de experimenten. Door hun enthousiasme was de stemming in
de groep altijd bijzonder plezierig te noemen. Gerard van Veen
en Roei de Jonge zullen de fotofragmentatie experimenten voortzetten. Ik wens hen veel succes hierbij.
Met een aantal mensen heb ik vruchtbare discussies gevoerd over de inhoud van verschillende hoofdstukken. Hiervoor
wil ik speciaal dank zeggen aan Prof. John Delos, Dr. Joachim
Grosser en Prof. Stephen Berry.
Zonder de voortdurende ondersteuning van de verschillende afdelingen van het instituut is onderzoek niet mogelijk.
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van de administratie, de bibliotheek, de datagroep, het electronisch lab, de glasblazerij, het huishoudelijk personeel, de
hulpwerkplaats, de instrumentmakerij, het magazijn, de receptie, het secretariaat, de theoriegroep, de tekenkamer, het
vacuümlab en de volleybal vereniging.
Tot slot wil ik iedereen bedanken die aan de technische realisatie van dit boekje heeft meegewerkt. Ulrike voor
het typen van de concepten, Hanna Smid voor het maken van de
tekeningen, Tine van der Veer voor het typewerk in de definitieve versie, Frans Monterie voor het maken van de foto's en
Henk Sodenkamp Jr. voor het drukwerk.

